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Abilttadt

The National Center for Bilingual Research (NCBR) intends to

develop a large corpus of the language of bilingual children.
This report surveys the available computer programs which could

potentially aid in the linguistic analysis of the NCBR corpus by

automating a number of Iaborintensive and timeconsuming

linguistic analyses.

Two criteria guided the search fo7:. applicable computer

programs. The automation of linguistiC analyses which form the

basis of the child language research for monolinguals were

preferred over those analyses which are not typically used in

child language research. The computer programs must be easily

implemented on the UCLA IBM 370/3033 computer.

Eight computer programs which met at least one of the

criteria were evaluated in terms of their potential usefulness to

NCBR. It was determined that the Computer Assisted Language

Analysis System (GALAS) was the most promising in 'terms of

capabilities and cost. A series of programs which could be used

immediately Were located at UCLA, however; these programs are

limited to word frequency counts and concordance programs based

on terminal strings.
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Automatic linguistic Analysis

I. Introduction

The analysis of linguistic data has proven to be a time-

consuming labor-intensive effort. The purpose of this report is

to examine a series of computer assisted alternatives which

reduce the amount of time and effort required for linguistic data

analysis. In particular, a set of recommendations are made with

respect to the needs of the National Center for Bilingual

Research, which is presently collecting a large corpus of child

language from bilingual children.

Computational Linguistics is a field that has been devoted

to the automatization of linguistic information, whether it be

for the machine translation of one language to another or for

the analysis of textual and discourse information. Computational

Linguistics became very active in the late 1950's with the advent

of large computational machines. Since that time the field has

developed in several directions, and has been supplemented by the

newer field of Artificial Intelligence. This report will present

a brief review of the goals and accomplishments of these two

fields, followed by 'a discussion of desirable linguistic

analyses for the NCBR corpus. Finally, a series of computer

programs which could potentially aid in the automatization of the

desirable linguistic analyses will be evaluated in terms of their

ease of implementation by NCBR.

II. Computational Linguistics and Artificial Intelligence

Research in computational linguistics generally falls into

one of three areas: machine translation of one language to

another, computer validation of linguistic theory, or

computerized linguistic analysis of text or discourse. Machine



translation of one language to another was an area of research

heavily funded in the late 195.0's and early 1960's. It was hoped

that,computer programs would be able to automatically translate

written documenta or even intercepted audio signals. It is

generally agreed that these early efforts failed .not because the

computers did not have sufficient computational power but because

we simply did not have an adequate understanding of the structure

of the rules of natural languages (Chomsky, 1957, 1965). The

most unsettling discovery of these early attempts was that given

a dictionery of the words of a language and the syntactic rules

of that language, the computer still could not generate the

meaning of a sentence. What was missing was a set of rules which

combines the meaning of individual words with the syntactic

Structure of a sentence to produce the meaning of that sentence.

The delineation of these combination rules of semantic

interpretation and the reassessment of the structure of syntactic

rules have received considerable attention at the theoretical

level during the last twenty years (Bresnan, 1976; Chomaky, 1965,

1976; Jackendoff, 1972; Katz & Fodor, 1964; Lakoff, 1971;

Montague, 1974; Partee, 1975, 1976).

Today, although there are still efforts being made in

machine translation of one language to another (see discussion

below), a large part of the field of computational linguiatics is

devoted to the testing contemporary advances of linguittic

theory. That is, a given formalism in linguistic theory is to be

preferred if the correct meaning or the correct syntactic parse

of a sentence can be assigned by computer. Simultaneous with

this effort hag been the emergence of the field of Artificial

Intelligence which seeks to have the computer understand not only

natural language but also solve complex problems. The gOal of

several projects hab been the development of a computer program

able to understand a sentence, to make an inference based on the

meaning of that sentence, and then to use that inference as the

partial solution to a given problem. Because so much of the

effort in Artificial Intelligence involves the understanding of

linguistic information, the Computational Linguist and the
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researcher in Artificial Intelligence have many shared goals.

A number of computer programs designed to parse the

syntactic Structure of a sentence have been written to test
competing linguistic theories of syntactic structure. Mitchell

Marcus; who is currently at Bell Laboratories, haS Written &

deterministic syntactic parser which incorporates a number of

constraints on linguistic rules proposed by Chomsky (Chomsky,

1973, 1976; Marcus, 1978). Ron Kaplan of Xerox Palo Alto

Research Center is currently implementing a syntactic parser

based on his previously developed Augmented Transition Network

(ATN) parser and on Joan Bresnan's Realistic Grammar (Bresnan,

1978L which is a competing theory to Chomsky's. Martin Kay also

of Xerox is currently implementing another parser based on

Systemic Grammar. These parsers are similar because each was

developed to test a theory, and, as Such, none are comprehensive

parsers of English. They consist only of a subset of the rules

of Englibh, and thus are not generally applicable to the task of

analyzing a large corpus of naturaliStic data.

In Artificial Intelligence, more ambitious researchers have

produced computer programs which 'not only assign a Syntactic

structure to the sentence, but also interpret the meaning of a

sentence. The interpreted meaning, along with other stored

knowledge, is processed to yield inferences which aid in complex

problem solving. For example, Winograd's SHRDLU conversed with a

human in English about a small imaginary world of blocks. The

conversation involved the computer responding to orders to move

the blocks and keeping track of the relative positions of the

blocks (Winograd, 1971,1972). SHRDLU both interpreted and

produced English sentences. LUNAR, developed at Bolt, Beranek &

Newman, Inc. is used by NASA to access and manipulate moon rock

samples data. Again the conversation with LUNAR i8 in English.

SOPHIE (Sophiticated Instructional Environment) is capable of

conversing in English with a student about the student's ideas on

electronic troubleshooting (Bobrow & Brown, 1975, Brown, Bell &



Burton, 1974, Brown, Burton & Bell, 1975). GUS (Genial

Understanding Systme) communicated with travel agency clients' who

wished to travel to a single city on any of several air flights.

These and other projects by Anderson and Bower (1973), Schank

(1973, 1976, 1978, 1980), and Norman and Rumelhart (1975) are

serious attempts to automate the understanding of linguistic

information. They are, however, only attempts at what is

possible. Typically, both the topics of conversation and the

linguistic structures are restricted to those necessary for the

tiny artificial domain of the system's "world". There has been

no attempt to develop a comprehensive set of linguistic rules,

and lexicons have been limited to include only a small,

interrelated set of words; and, as such, the computer programs

are not .equipped to handle extensive semantic domains found in

any spontaneous language corpus.

The third area of Computational Linguistics is the

linguistic analysis of textual and discourse information.

Computers aid in the analysis of literature and poetry. For

example, choice of words by two or more authors can be compared

by computer concordance programs which count the number of times

a particular word or phrase appeara and listing out the context

of each instance of the word (Ross, 1972; Widman, 1975). In this

way the choice and use of words of particular authorS can be

compared and analyzed. Concordance programs vary as to which

linguistic features they can analyze, and have been used to count

the number of occurrences of syntactic structures (Chrisholm,

1976) as well as to compute letter and word frequency, spelling

patterns, and morphological complexity (Spolsky, Holm, Holliday &

Embry, 1978). In addition to the linguistic analysis of

literature, there are also programs which analyze scientific

textual data. For example, the String Parser programs at New

York University analyze medical texts and other scientific

textual information (Fitzpatrick & Sager, 1974; Hobbs & Grishman,

1976; Sager, 1976). The input in each of these cases is

formed grammatical sentences of English, and the syntactical

rules in these programs assume grammatically Correct input



sentences.

Better suited to the linguistic analysis of the NCBR corpus

are the programs which analyze discourse. Computer programs

have been designed to analyze interactive dialogue sessions

between two or more people (Miron, 1973). Dialogues between

teachers and students, therapist and patient (Wachal & Spreen,

1970; Colby, Parkinson & Fought, 1974), as well as schizophrenic

and other pathological language (Pepinsky, 1978) have been

analyzed by computer programs. The advantage of these programs

is that they can analyze sentence fragments, one word utterances

and discoursespecific features not found in written language.

Analysis of Child Language Corpora

The National Center for Bilingual Research intends

tape record the language of young bilingual children in a

three year longitudinal study. The tapes will be transcribed and

entered into the computer by clerical personnel. The accuracy of

the transciptions will be verified by personnel with linguistic

training. Because the resulting corpus will be quite lai,ge, it

i8 desirable to automate as much of the linguistic analysis as

possible. But. before considering the actual programs which might

be used to automate certain types -of linguistic analyses, a

discussion of the particular analyses relevant to child language

production data is in order.

Since the transcripts will not contain a phonetic

transciption of the child's speech, phonological analysis of the

corpus is not possible. HoFever0 the syntactic, semantic and

conceptual information in the corpus offers a rich base of data

from which to analyze the complexity of the child's linguistic.

and conceptual development at particular ages. In order to

evaluate the complexity of the bilingual child's language, it is

desirable to use at least some of the measures of linguistic
complexity developed for the analysis of monolingual language



development.

One of the most widely used measures of linguistic

. complexity has been the mean length utterance (MIX) in the

child's spontaneous speech. It is the best single indicator of

complexity up to about five morphemes per utterance (Brown,

1973) It indicates both syntactic and semantic complexity

which is highly. correlated with conceptual complexity. It would

be highly desirable to compute MIX for the NCBR corpus, as it

would provide the basis for comparison with the extensive child

language literature on monolinguals.

Slobin (1973) has developed a number of indices as to what

contributes to syntactic complexity. These are based on the

following language acquisition universals (taken from Slobin,

1979).

For any given semantic notion, grammatical realizations

as postposed forms will be acquired earlier than

realizations as preposed forms.

The following stages of linguistic marking are, typically

observed: (1) no marking, (2) appropriate marking; (3)

ovgrgeneralization of marking, (4) full adult system.

3) The closer a grammatical system adheres to onetoone

mapping between semantic elements and surface elements,

the earlier it will be acquired.

4) When selection of al: appropriate inflection among a

group of inflections performing the same semantic

function is determined by arbitrary formal criteria, the

'child initially tends to use a single form in all

environments.

5) Semantically consistent grammatical rules are acquired

i it



early and without significant errors.

Using Slobin's universals of language acquisition, it is possible

to predict which syntactic structures will be difficult to learn

in any language. For example, syntactic rules which are

inconsistently applied or which attach themselves to the

beginnings of wordS rather than to the ends of words are

considered as complex relative to rules which are consistent

with Slobin's universals.

Consider the tense system of English. Semantically, English

expresses three tenses: past, present, and future.

Syntactically, however there are only two tense markers: past and

present. Each semantic expression can be syntactically marked as

either past or present, as the following examples indicate. The

examples are taken from Culicover (1976). All three are

Syntactically marked in the present tense, though each one

semamtically represents a different time.

1) I come home and then John says to me "Where

the devil have you been all day?" (semantic past)

2) I choose Mary. (semantic present)

3) I sail for England next Wednesday. (semantic future)

This system becomes very complicated for the child when he (or

She) learnS the past tense marker and it does not always refer to

some time in the past as in (4).

4) I wum111 like a glass of milk. (semantic presen , would

is marked syntactically past)

These examples illustrate Slobin's third universal, that when

there is not a one to one mapping between semantic elements and

Surface syntactic markings, the language learning task becomes

more difficult.
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In order to make specific comparisons .with regard to the

syntactic complexity of the child's speech, the level of analysis

must be quite detailed. For example, Brown and others (Brown,

1973, Brown & Bellugi, 1964; Brown, Cazden & Bellugi 1969) have

traced the development of 14 grammatical morphemes in English.

Sone of these are: present progressive (ing) the prepositions

onn and in, plural; possessive ('s), uncontracted copula (is),

articles (the and a), irregular and regular past tense. To

automate this type of syntactic analysis, the computer program

must be able to detect individual morphemes when they appear as

parts of words.

Other syntactic analyses which are important in determining

the syntactic complexity of the child's language include analysis

at the phrasal level. For example, the syntactic structure of

(5) is generally regarded as more complex than that of (6). This

i8 because (5) includes an embedded sentence in the subject noun

phrase of the sentence whereas (6) does not have this additional

structure at the surface level of analysis.

(5) The dog which belonged to Mary discL

(6) Mary's dog died.

ThuS, it would be very useful to be able to analyze the child's

utterances according to their phrasal complexity. This involves

first determining what part of speech each word in the sentence

is and then determining which syntactic rule applies to the

sequence of syntactic categories. In order to perform this type

of analysis on the computer, it is necessary to have a lexicon of

the common words coded as to their syntactic category.

However, this i8 sometimes difficult to implement since part of

speech determinifion it often dependent on the placement of the

word in the phrase or sentence. So, if a lexicon with associated

syntactic categories is to be maintained, We must allow for the

occurrence of more than one Syntactic category for a particular

11 1Z



word. This introduces ambiguity into the analysis, which must be

be resolved at some later stage of analysis.

The child's mastery of coordinate and Subordinate structures

must also be analyzed by a program with phrasal /sentential level

capabilities. This is somewhat easier to determine

automatically, since the program can search for coordinating and

subordinating conjunctions which introduce these clausal

structures. Although there is ambiguity as to the syntactic

category of these conjunctions, it fairly easy to resolve the

ambiguity, via the surrounding syntactic structure of the

sentence, Vhich can be readily expressed in simple phrase

structure rules. Concordance programs could search for all the

instances of the coordinating conjunctions, and, or, and then,

but first, and the subordinating conjunctions, because, although,
.

when, while, before, after, until, since. The "hits" of the

search then could be categorized as to whether the conjunctions

conjoined sentences or phrases.

The use of subordinating conjunctions not only indicates a

syntactic sophistication but also the mastery of difficult

semantic concepts. These in addition to logical connectors such

as ifthen, eitheror, and suppose indicate advanced semantic

development. The line between syntactic development and semantic

development is also blurred when we consider the development of

complex verbS, such as believe, understand, volunteer, realize,

imagine, etc. which take sentential or infinitival complements.

In sum, there are a variety of linguistic analyses which

measure the syntactic/semantic and conceptual complexity of child

language. Many of these measures require detailed linguistic

analysis. To perform these analyses automatically required a

sophisticated computer program.

12



IL Criteria for Evaluating Automatic 'Linguistic AnaIyaid

Programs

Two overriding criteria served as the basis for the

evaluation of computer programs for the automatic linguistic

analysis of NCBR corpus. The first was to seek computer programs

which automated as much of the linguistic analysis as possible.

That is, programs which could analyze the phrase structure of a

sentence were considered more desirable than simple concordance

programs which compute frequehcies at the terminal string level

only. The second and more important consideration was the amount

of effort and time required to implement the computer program on

the IBM 370/3033 at UCLA. From these two general considerations,

the following list of questions was generated.

IS the program designed to analyze spontaneous discourse

or textual information? The problem here is that if the

program is designed with the assumption that each

sentence will be a grammatical sentence of English, then

a considerable amount of effort must be spent in writing

a new set of syntactic surface structure rules which

will allow for sentence fragments and one word

utterances typical of spontaneous discourse.

Additionally, since the grammatical rules of child

language differ from adult grammatical rules, provisions

must be made in the program for the addition of the

rules of child grammar.

What is the structure of the lexicon in the program, and

how much effort is required to add new words to it? In

particular, what attributes are associated with each

word? (e.g. inflectional morphenes, syntactic

categorization rules).

3) What is the output of the program? Does it count the

number of occurrences of a particular structure? Does

'it keep track of where in the corpus the structure of
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I interest occurred? Is it possible to obtain a listing

of the surrounding context of the, structure in question?

Is the type of output under user"control?

4) How transportable is the program to the tetli IBM

370/303r

5)

* Is there a programmer who is currently assigned to

maintain the code?

What is the current amount of usage of the program?

4 What machine does the program-run on? Arve there any

machine=ciependent utilities required for the

implementation of the program?

what operating system -does the program run under?

What programming language is the code written in?

Can the program be used via remote timesharing?

How much main memory does the program require?

How costly is it to use the program?

* How long does the program take to analyze a 10 word

sentence?

8) What is the relationship between the Edze of the lexicon

and the amount of disk storage?

9) What documentation is available?

* Are there user manuals?

Are there software maintenance manuals?

14



Is there operations documentation?

Surveyed Linguistic Analysis Computer Programs

As discussed in the introduction, the computer programs

which purported to analyze textual and discourse infotmation were

deemed the most appropriate for the purposes of analyzing the

NCBR corpus. ThiS is because these programs attempted to be

comprehensive in the development of their syntactic parsing rules

and their lexical entries. Additionally, we discovered two

machine translation programS which are very sophisticated despite

a reduction in government funding for machine translation

projects. We begin with the two machine translation programs,

both of which are capable of translations between English and

Spanish.

V;A. Brigham Young University Project

The theoretical basis for this machine assisted translation

project is, Junction Grammar developed by Eldon Lytle (Lytle,

Packard, Gibb, Melby & Billings, 1975). Junction Grammar

representations consist of Word=sense information interrelated by

junctions which contribute syntactic and semantic information.

In the first stage of the translation system, the program

interacts with a human operator who aids the machine in resolving

ambiguities, producing a representation of the meaning of the

text. The second and third stages of the translation process

are automatic transfer and synthesis into one or more target

languages.

O

Currently, there are two versions of the Junction Grammar

machine translation system. The first IS still at Brigham Young

University. It is a highly interactive system, which requires a

linguist who is conversant in Junction Grammar to properly

resolve the ambiguities which the machine presents to the human
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operator. It is capable of sophisticated linguistic parses, e.g.

it can note the difference between restrictive and non
restrictive relative clauses; and can distinguish count versus

mass nouns, generic versus specific senses, among others.

Unfortunately, at the present time, the Brigham Young University

project is under experimental revision, and the code is not

transportable. When the code is intact, it runs' on an IBM

570/130 and is written in PL1. Time=sharing is available.

The other version of the Junction Grammar project is a

commercially available machine assisted translation program.

This version was developed by Eldon Lytle and others and is

available from APL Systems, 450 N. University, Provo, Utah,

84601. This version has eliminated the need for a trained

linguist to resolve the ambiguities. The system is highly

interactive &rid .is capable of translating English text into

Spanish, French and German. The lexicon is quite extensive with

5000 general purpose words, and specific lexicons in computer

science, heavy equipment, and systems design; Dr. Lytle

indicated that it is fairly easy to add more words to the lexicon

and that it is suited to the analysis of dialogue as well as

textual information. Also, it would not be difficult to add child

language grammar to the other syntactic parsing rules. There are

two drawbacka as far as using this system for the NCBR corpus.

First, it runs on a Data General machine and is written in ALGOL.

It would be an extensive project (as much as one man year to

convert the code to run on the UCLA IBM machine. ALP Systems

expects to have their programs converted to run on other

machineS, though to date no specific plans have been for an IBM

conversion. Secondly, because, it is a commercial product,

NCBR would have to purchase the program, which is fairly

expensive due to the long development effort by the company.

V.113 UniiterSity of Texas, Austin, Linguistics Research Center

The Linguistics Research Center has developed an English-

16



German translation program. It can take a sentence as input and

generate the syntactic structure of the sentence. Currently it

has a lexicon. of 30000 words; with specialized lexicons in

telecommunications and eledttOni0 switching systems, and in

computer systems. There are several draWbacks as to using thiS

system for the NCBR corpus; First, a highly trained linguist

would have to write the child language grammar to input into the

system. Linguists trained in theoretidal .linguistics typically

have not had the experience in writing the computationally

unambiguous syntactic rules necessary for machine translatiOn..

Second, the funding of the Texas project is currently being taken

over by private sources and thus all future versions of this

projeat Will either not be available or will be at commercial

prices. Third; though the programs are highly portable because

they are written in UCI LISP, a relatively machineindependent

high leVel programming language, a conversion effort is still

required to run under the IBM operating system. The present

implementation at Texas is on a DEC 10 but the Texas system is

currently being converted to INTERLISP which will run on the DEC

20. In sumi 'though the Texas project is Welldeveloped, the

change in their funding situation means that the currently

available system will fall into diaUbe, with the task of

software maintenance bedOmihg the burden of NCBR.

The final report of the Texas translation project may be

obtained after October 1, 1980 from Zbigniew L. Pankowicz,

Foreign Technology Division, ,Rome Air Development Center,

Griffiss APB, NY 13441.

V.C. Syracuse University

In the late 1960's and early 1970's Professor Murray Miron

directed a number of projects Which consisted of computer

programs to perform frequency analysis of vocabulary and sentence

patterns in Japanese, Swahili and English (Miroh, 1973; Rubama,

Miron & Pratt, 1973; Sukle, Miron & Pratt, 1973). While those

programs are capable of relevant linguiatic analyses, the
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programs have not be used in the laStfive years and thus it is

extremely unlikely that are transportable to UCLA. Professor

Miron currently has linguistic analyzer called General Inquirer

II which was developed for use in analyzing dialogue. Professor

Miron said that General Inquirer II would be ideal for the

analysis of the NCBR corpus. That is, it is possible to add more

syntactic rules to the parser and more words to the lexicon.
Also it is capable of generating the types of output of interest

to NCBR, e.g. frequency counts of parts of speech, phrasal and

sentential structure, etc. General Inquirer II is currently

being used to aid the FBI in analyzing threats. Professor Miron

uses it to develop personality profiles. Professor Miron was

very interested in developing a collaborative effort with NCBR

with respect to the use and maintenance of General Inquirer II.

As with many computer programs which are developed with

Government funding on a project basis, not enough resources are

allowed for documentation and software maintenance. Professor

Miron estimated that if NCBR wanted to use the program at

Syracuse University, it would take one man year of programming

effort to make the modification8 for child language analysis.
Furthermore, to transfer the program to UCLA would be next to

impossible as the code is a potpouri of different programming

languages, with no overall deSign. There is no documentation.

Finally, to run the program it takes a large amount of random

access memory (RAM) which is expensive;

V.D. New York University, Linguistic String Parser Project

The Linguistic String Parser developed at NYU is designed

for the analysis of scientific texts (Fitzpatrick & Sager, 1974).

The parser takes well=formed complete sentences of English and

outputs a parse tree for the sentence. Although it Would accept

a noun phrase without a verb or an object, in general it is

unacceptable for discourse data. Another drawback is that it is

a noninteractive system, and at the present time there are no

provisions for outputs other than parse trees. The Linguistic

18
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String Parser has a large set of syntactical rules as well as an

extensive lexicon. The lexicon stores a variety of attributes of

the word, including morphological variants, grammatical

categories, selectionaI restrictions, and subcategorization

rules. Currently the program is running on a CDC 6600 and uses a

large amount of RAM memory (600KB). Though it is written in

FORTRAN, it would still need to be converted to the IBM operating

system. It is alto extremely costly; a ten word sentence takes 1

second of CPU time to parse.

Y.S. IBM Projects

Currently there are two projects of interest at the IBM

Thomas J. Watson Research Center. The first one is called TQA

for transformational question and answering program. It is

designed to be the natural language interface to a data base

management system (DBMS). Thus it understands and produces

English diScourse. Presently, it is being used as an interface

to a municipal data base on land use assessments. Though it is

capable of extensive syntactic and semantic analysis, thig

program is proprietary to IBM is thu8 not available for

dissemination.

The second project at IBM is syntactic parser based on

Controlled Partition Grammar (Muckstein, 1979). This parser

takes the output from a speech recognition system, operating

bottomup to generate a written version of the text. The

syntactic parser is constructed to recognize and define surface

syntactic dependencies based on the parts of speech which have

been generated by a part=ofspeech label algorithm. This parser

has been used to analyze the text of depositions of patent

attorneys. The sentences average 35 words in length and tend to

be wellformed grammatically. Dr. Muckstein indicated that it

Would take a considerable amount of effort to adapt the program

to a child language corpus. Furthermore, since the research was

supported by IBM and not by Government funds, the computer

programs are most likely proprietary to IBM and hence not

available.
19



VaPi SRI International, DIAGRAM

SRI has developed a natural language underStanding system

called DIAGRAM; which produces parse trees as its output. These

parse trees are then semantically interpreted and produce the

logical meaning of the sentence. The IogiaaI meaning can then be

queried by other computer systems. DIAGRAM currently has a

lexicon of 3,000 words in English and Spanish. The structure of

lexical entries is detailed and complex. The verbs &Ione are

categorized by some 20 attributes; such as whether they are

transitive, intransitive; or detransitive; ;whether they take

particles; etc. In terms of modifying the syntactic rules and

lexicon to accommodate child language grammar, a highly trained

linguist would need to spend some time with the project linguist,

Dr; Jane Robinson; in order to learn the system of grammatical

rules implemented by DIAGRAM. The development of the lexical

entries is the most difficiat task. Mr. Gary Hendricks of the

project estimated that if SRI were.to add 500 new lexical items

for NCBR and also gave NCBR a two Week training session, the cost

would be approximately $50,000. If NCBR were to do all Of the

linguistic work, then it would cost approximately $10,000 for

training. Because DIAGRAM was developed under GOvernment

funding; the code is available at no charge.

To install DIAGRAM on the UCLA computer, it would require

the conversion of the code, written in INTERLISP, to the IBM

operating system. At SRI, DIAGRAM runs on a DEC 10 and a

Foonley which emulates the DEC 10. The operating systems it runs

under are 10X and TOPS 20. Mr. Hendricks indicated that SRI

would make timesharing available on their DEC 10 at the end of

the year, and that timesharing costs for Government programs are

inexpensive. In terms of the documentation available for

DIAGRAM, there are two 20 page manuals for programmers and no

user manuals. There are five users at SRI.

DIAGRAM has received praise from the Stanford research
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community and so it deserves careful consideration. Mr.

Hendricks of SRI suggests NCBR send some sample data to SRI and

have them run it through DIAGRAM to see if the resultant parse

would be uteful for NCBR's purposes. In terms of CPU time, a

full parse with semantic interpretation takes approximately one

second for a ten word sentence and a syntactic parse without a

semantic interpretation takes about 250 msec. Technical reports

on DIAGRAM are available from Dr. Jane Robinson of SRI. She

can be reached at (415) 326-6200, extension 4573-

Y.G. Computer Assisted Language Analysis System (GALAS)

CALAS was developed to analyze discourse and dialogue

information. It has been used to analyze interactions,between

students and teachers in a classroom setting and between

therapist and patient in a clinical setting. CALAS consists of

three stages. Stage 1, called EYEBALL, assigns the part of

speech to each word in the sentence. Ambiguities of parts Of

Speech are resolved by a human editor. Stage 2, PHRASER, assigns

aggregates of words to phrase structures. Again a human editor

eliminates possible ambiguities. Finally in Stage 3, CLAUSE/CASE

assigns semantic roles according to 'Case Grammar. All human

editing can be done either interactively or off=line.

Because CALAS relies on human editing, the computer

programs are not as complex and costly to run as some of the

other programs we have discussed ( DIAGRAM, Linguistic String

Parser, and General Inquirer II ). The human editor need not

be a linguist; a good working knowledge of freshman English is

adequate. The editing process is the most important at Stage 1,

as EYEBALL has an 85% accuracy rate in assigning syntactic

categories to the words. If the errors are caught in this stage,

the remaining iting proceeds smoothly. Errors that escape the

editor in the 1First Stage 1 can play havoc with the next two

stages.

CALAS is a flexible program and can be easily modified to
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analyze child language data. The program was de-Signed for the

analysis of discourse, and it is a simple matter to add new

lexical items to the dictionary as well as change the

syntactic/semantic rules. For example, the user is asked each

time he or she logs onto the system whether lexical items are to

be added or deleted and whether the syntactic /semantic rules are

to be changed. This feature means that different child grammars

can be tested fOr different aged children, (or different

languages) in the corpus. This feature seems ideally suited to

NCBIrs needs.

Another attractive feature of the CALAS program is that

print routines are designed to feed into SPSSprograms. For
example, frequencies could be computed for: number of words per

noun phrase, number of complex noun phrases, number of plural

marker8, number of adjectives, nouns, etc., number of words per

utterance. While this last item is not mean length utterance as

used in the child language literature, most, if not all, of the

information used to calculate typical MLU counts Ican be taken

from the CALAS program.

In terms of transportability, CALAS will run on any IBM

370 series including the IBM 370/3033 at UCLA. Dr. Naomi Meara

at UniverSity of Tennessee recently installed CALASH, on an IBM

370/3031 with little difficulty. Most of the programs are

written in PL1 and one program is written in SPITB4, which is

version of SNOBOL. In order to run CALAS, it is necessary to

interface through another time sharing machine. The DBC PDP11/34

should be sufficient for this purpose. Dr. Meara and Dr.

Pepinsky at Ohio State University are currently writing a user's

manual. There are programmers at each institution who have

Served as consultants on CALAS and would be willintOo assist

by phone or letter in the installation of CALAS at #LA. Both

Dr. Pepinsky and Dr. Mears thought the installation would proceed

smoothly.
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CALAS can by obtained from Dr.- Pepinsky at OhiC State

University simply by mailing him a tape or sending him $35 for a

tape with the program on it. Dr. Pepinsky can be reached at

(614) 422-5470.

V.H. UCLA Word Frequency and Concordance Programs

If NCBR would like to begin some simple linguistic analyses

immediately, we located a set of programs which are available now

and could be used with little programming resources on the part

of NCBR. The advantage of these programs is that they already

run on the UCLA IBM 370/3033 computer, and they are used

frequently enough to expect that they are well=maintained. The

dibadvantage is that they only perform word frequency counts and

concordanceS of terminal strings specified by the user. But

because they are relatively simple programs as compared to most

of those reviewed, they also are inexpensive to run. The amount

RAM memcry needed is dependent on the size of the corpus to be

analyzed. The size of the NCBR corpus could be reduced by

categorizing the corpus into meaningful subcategories, such as

analyses by individual child, by a calendar period, by age of the

children, by language, etc.

In addition to word frequency counts, the concordance

programs can list the sentence in which each word of interest

appears, as well as list the word in the middle of a page, along

With the preceding and succeeding 60 characters on either side of

the word. In this way, the context in which the word or phrase

appears will be listed out for further analyses. These programs

have a number of other useful features,_ and we suggest that NCBR

contact Dr. Rand in the ESL Department for further information.

Dr. Rand has worked with SWRL programmers in the past on the LAP

project and understands NCBR's needs in terms of this project.

Dr. Rand can be reached'at (213) 825-4647 and has office

hours daily from 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm. Dr. Rand suggeSted that

NCBR take him a sample of data punched' on cards, to run it
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through the word frequency and concordance programs. In this

way, NCBR will be able to quickly determine if the programs- are

suitable. Additionally, Dr. Rand may know of other programs

available at UCLA once he has a clear picture of the linguistic

analysis requirements of the NCBR corpus.

VI. ConclUsiOns and Recommendations

Eight computer programs which met at least one of the

general criteria listed in Section IV were discussed in detail tc

determine whether or not they could be used to analyze the NCBR

child language corpus. The first criterion was to locate

programs which could automate as much of the linguistic analysis

as possible and the second criterion was the amount of effort and

cost of implementing the computer program on the UCLA IBM

370/3033.

Six projects met the first criterion, but were

unsatisfactory in terms of the second criterion. These were: the

two machine translation projects based on Junction Grammar in

Provo, Utah; the machine translation project at the Linguistics

Research Center at the University of Texas, Austin; General

Inquirer II at Syracuse University; the Linguistic String

Parser at New York University; the two projects at IBM Thomas J.

Watson Research Center; and DIAGRAM at SRI International. Of

these, DIAGRAM may be acceptable in terms of ease of

implementation if a timesharing agreement between SRI

International and NCBR could be negotiated. Problems still

remain as to how adaptable DIAGRAM is to child language data.

In terms of satisfying both criteria, CALAS appears to be

the optimal choice. It is relatively sophisticated in terms of

the linguistic analyses that it can perform and it should be

fairly straightforward to install CALAS on the UCLA IBM

370/3033. Additionally, a number of researchers have already

used CALAS, so NCBR has the basis to adequately evaluate the
program before deciding to use it. It is recommended that NCBR
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contact Dr. Pepinsky and Ohio State University and Dr. Meara at

the University of Tennessee for a first hand assessment of"the

capabilities of CALAS.

And finally, the word frequency and concordance programs rt

UCLA beet satisfy the second criterion but are deficient in terms

of the complexity of the linguistic analysis they are able to

perform. Since the use of these programs require very little

programming or technical support by NCBR, it is recommended that

NCBR explore the pobSible analyses offered by these programs with

Dr. Rand at UCLA.
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difficult problems in artificial_intelligence: computer

learning and natural language processing. The present paper
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primitive linguistic capability (i.e.. whin words are first

correlated - to concepts -and when the ordering of the words of

utterance first become important). Techniques of acquiring the

_ capability to deal with _nested_depondOnt. clautat are

described. This work is of interest in_the field of computer

learning inasmuchas it providit an ewample. of an adaptive

syttem that. _rather_than tuning numeric- weights. actually

varies its primary structural element, namely the grammar_that

defines its CUrrent_languageThis work is of interest in the

field of natural language processing in that it requires the

development of a parsing algorithm robust enough to deal with

grammars anddictionaries that vary with time. The ability to

automatically extend the graMor to include new sentence forms
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CLASSIFICATION: 16
Surveys a number of gerierative_systems of computer assisted

instruction which have the ability to construct tutorial

sequences and _respond to student queries by manipulating a

data base of relevant information The systems are__oriented

toward the hUManities and textual manipulation. The use of

artificial intelligence research as_a theoretical foundation

for the natural language processing aspects of these systems

is_diScuSsed.
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This is a description of the motivation and overall

organization of the OWL language for_Knowledge representation.
OWL consists of a lingUiStiC memory system i.MS). a memory of

Concepts in terms of which all Engtish___Phrallea and all

knOwledge_of an application domain are representedl_a _theory
of English grammar which tells how to map English phrases_lnto

concepts; a parser to perform that mapping for indiOdual

sentences; and an interpreter_t carry out procedures which

are written in the same representational formalism. The system

has been applied _to the Study of interactive dialogs,

oexplanations of its own reasoning. and question answering.

(Author /AM)
OescriptOrs:_ -Artificial Intelli_gence/ Computational
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SOPHIE: A step toward creating a reactive learning

environment. _
Brown, AjOhh S.; Burton,_ Richard_ Alan G.

Bolt Beranek & NeWMan, Inc. Computer Science Div, Cambridge;

MA
__International Journal of Man-MaChine Studies 1975 Sep Vol
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CLASSIFICATION; 21
Oescribet a fully operationalassisted7instruction-COMputer

-assisted-instruCtiOn system which __incorporates artifidial

intelligence techn1qUe* to perform __question answering,

hypothesis verification. and theory formation activities in

the- domain ofelectronic troubleshooting. Much of_ SOPH/E's

(SOPHiatiCated Instructional Environment) _logical or

inferencing capabilities is- derived from uses of simulation

models in con unction with numerous procedural speCialltts:

The system also include* a highly tuned structural parser fOr

allowing the student to communicate in natural language.

Although the system is extremely large; it is sufficiently

fast to be thoroughly exercised in a training or classroom

environment-
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ABSTRACT: In order to generate coherent sentences,_ a conceptual

semen- cs must be Utilized that limits possible ,conceptual

dependencies to statements about the real world. This_is done by the

creation of semantic files that serve to spell out the defining

characterittict Of_a given concept and enumerate the pOssibilities fOr

relation with _other concepts within the range of conceptual

r'.7perietce; The semantic files are created, in part, from a

hierarchical organization_ of semantic categories_i The semantic

category_is part of_the definition of a concept and the information at

the nodes dominating the semantic category in_the hierarchical tree

lay be used to fill in the semantic file. This report is concerned

with the system_ of semantic categories_ and their use in the

construction of the semantic files. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (*Computatiobal linguistics, *Semanticsy, Classification,

language; Synthesis, Artificial intelligence, Word association,

Perception (Psychology)

AD-669 916 CFSTI Prices: PC:6.00 HPS0.95

75077156 v3n9
Transition network grammars for syntactic pattern

recognition
Chou. S.M.
Conference on Computer Graphict, Pattern - Recognition; and

Data Structure 4752348 Beverty HMS. California 14-16

May 75
_ UCLA ExtenilOn-7in cooperation with the IEEE Computer
Society and the ACM Special Interest Group on Computer
Graphics

Proceedings available at time of conference price n IEEE

Computer Society. Publications Offide. 5855 Naples Plaza.
Suite 301., Long Beach, Calif. 90803.

Descriptors: TRANSITION. NETWORK: PATTERN; RECOGNITION
SECTION HEADING; MATHEMATICS
Section ClaSS Codes: 6500

ED144560 IR005130
Researth at Yale in Natural Language Processing. Research

Report 084.
Schenk. Roger C.

Sponsoring Agency: Advanced Research Projects Agendy (DOD).

Washington; D.C.
ContraCt N00014-75-C-1111
EORS Pride MF-SO.83 HC-S2.06 Plus Postage.

This report summarizes -_the_ capabilities Of five ComP4ter

programs_at Yale that 00 automatic_natural langUage processing

as of theend of 1976. For each orograe_an introductiOn to -,its

overall intent is given, follOWed_by the_input/output. a short

discUSSIOn_of tne_research underlying the program, and a

prognosis fOr futUre_development.
71140 programs discussed are:

SAM: _a script -based story understanding programs FRUMP, a fast

program designed to Sklm_a_newspaper looking for events in

which it is interested! PAPA; a olen_basec program designed to

understand stories that call -upon general knowledge of human

goals and relationships: TALESPIN, a program intended to -make

up stories to- tell in an InteractiVi mode: and WEIS/POLITICS.

S Program designed to read newspaper headlines and both code

the sentences into a political coding scheme; and_simulate a

person with an ideological belief system being informed of the

e vent_in theheadlines.AWBC)
Descriptors: *Artificial Intelligence/ CompUtational

LltigUiatics/ - Computer PrOgraMs/ *Programing languagOS/

.Research
Identifiers: Natural Language

Processing/ *Vale University



3056543* FL002405
Procedures as a Representation for Data in a Computer

,rogram for Understanding Natural Language.
Winograd; Terry
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
Feb 71 4840._: Revised version of a doctoral dissertation,

lassachusetti_Institute of Technology_
Sponsoring Agency: Department of Defense Washington; D.C.

Ovanced Research Projects Agency.
Report No.: MAC-TR-84
Available from: National Technical Information Service.

pringfield; Va. 22151 (AD-721 399. MF S.95. HC S3.00)
Document Not Available from EDRS.
ThiS paper deaCribeS a system for the computer understanding

4 English. The system answers ouest1ons. executes commandS.
nd accepts information in normal English dialogue. It uses
*mantic information and context to understand discourse and
0 disambiguate sentences. It combines a complete syntactic
nalysis of each sentence with a heuristic understander which
ses different kinds of information_ about_ a sentence_. other
Arts of the OISCOUPSO; and general information about the
orld in deciding what the sentence means. The objectives of
he project are a practical language-understanding system; ,a

otter understanding of what language is and how it is put
Ogetheri and an understanding of what intelligence is and how
t_can be put into a computer. (Author/VM)
DoscriptorS_: ?Computational Linguistics/ ?Computer Programs/
omputers/ Deep Structure/ Discourse Analysts/ English/
rammer/ Language/ 'Language Skills/ Linguistic Theory/ LOgiC/
rogreming Languages/ .Semantics/ Sentences/ Sentence
tructure/ Structural Analysis/ Structural Linguistics/
Syntax/ Transformation Theory (Language)

OUTL.INE OF A CONCEPTUAL SEMANTICS FOR GENERATION OF COHERENT DISCOURSE

Section 1

Tracor Inc Austin Tex (35210C)
AUTHOP: Schank, Foger C.
4605A3 FLD: 5G USGRDR6813
Ma= 68 45p
REPT NO: TRACOR-68-462-U

ABSTRACT: The paper deTelops a method for generating coherent
sentences. A conceptual semantics is presented, that when coupled
with z& conceptual dependency abstraction_of meaning,_ allows concepts
to be linked in a manner consonant with the system's knowledge_of the
world. The paper is part of a series of papers concerned with tht
problem of language synthesis for artificially intelligent systems.
(Author)

)ESCRIPTORS: (*Computational linguistics, *Semantics) , Artificial
Lntelligence, Language, Synthesis

1D-668 724 CIPSTI Prices: PCS6.00 HFS0.95

!D039510 AL002310
Spinoza II: Conceptual Case-Based Natural Language Analysis:
Schenk. Roger C.I And Diners
Stanford limy.. Calif: Artificial Intelligence Project.
an 70 107p.
Sponsoring Agency! Department of Defense. Washington. D.C.

1dvanced Research Projects Agency.: National Inst. of Mental
fealth (DREW). Bethesda. Md.
Report No.: M-AIM-109
EDRS Price MF-SO:76 HC Not Available from MRS. PLUS POSTAGE
This paper presents the theoretical changes that have

levoloped in Conceptual Dependency Theory and their
Aiimifications in computer analysis of natural language. The
lajor items of concern are: the elimination of reliance on
grammar rules' for parSing__ with the emPhall, given to
onCeptual rule based parsing: the development of a conceptual
ASO system to ACCOUht_f0P the power of conceptualizations:
he categorization of ACT's based on permissible conceptual
awes and other criteria. These items are devolOPed and
Ascussed in the context of a more powerful conceptual parser
nd a theory of language underetanding. (Author/AMM)
Descriptors: 'Case (grammar)/Computational Linguistics/
OnCept__ Formation/_ Conceptual_ Schemes/ Deep _Structure/
Linguistic- Theory /- Semantics/ ?Structural Analysis/ .TMOUght
rocesses/ Translation/ Verbs



Section 1

A CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY REPRESENTATION FOP A CONPUTER=ORIENTED
SEmiNT:cs

Stanford Univ., Calif. Dept. of Computer Science. (094 120)

Technical rept.
AUTHOR: schank, Roger C.
619424 FLD: 93, SG, 906 USGRDR6914
Mar 69 209p
REPT MO: CS-130, AI Memo -83
CONTRACT: PBS-NH-06645-07

ABSTRACT: _MaChines that_may be said to function intelligently must be
able to understand questions posed in natural language._ Sinde natural
labluage maybe assumed to have an underlying concepttal StrUcture,_it
is desirable to have the machine structure its own experience, both

linguistic and nonlinguistic, in a- manner_ concomitant with the human
method for doing so._ Sotto ptevious attempts at organizing the

machine's__ data bate conceptually are discussed._ A

conceptually=orietted dependency grammar is posited as an interlingUa
that may be used as an abstract representation of the_Underlying
conceptual structure. The conceptual dependencies are titiliZed as the

highest level in a stratified system tht_L__ incorporates

language=specific realization rulet, to eap from concepts and their
relations, into sentences. Iii_otdet to_gate;ate coherent sentences, a

conceptual semantics is posited that limits possible conceptual

dependencies to StatedentS about the system's knowledge of -the teal
world. The system has been programmed: coherent sentences haVe been
generated -and the parser is operable. The entire System is posited as
a viable linguistic theory. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (*Learning_ aachinet, Artificial intelligence),
*Programming languages,_ *Computational linguistics)_, English language,

Semantics, Programming(CoMputers), Grammars, Theses

P9 =183 907 CFST: Prices: HCS6.00 BPS0.95

48-09128 onc yEAR: 1g72 VOL NO: 48 ABSTRACT NO: 0908
Understanding natural language.
Winograd; Terr?
Massachusetts Inst, of Technology
Cognitive Payc'nology 1972; Jan. Vol. 3(1), 191 p

CLASSIFICATION:
Describes a computer System that answers questions. executes

commands, and accepts informatien in an interactive English

dialogue. It is based on the assumption that in modeling
language understanding; we must deal in an integrated way with

all of the aspects of language syntax. semantics: and

inference. The SyStiliM Contains a parser. a recognition grammar

of English, programs fitor semantic analysis. and a general

problem solving system. It can (a) remember and discuss its
plans-and actions as well as carrying thee out (b) enter into
a dialogue with 4 person, responding to English sentences with

actions and English replies; and (c) ask for clarification

when its heUristic programs Cannot understand a sentence

through the use of syntactic; seisantic. contextual, and

physical knowledge. Knowledge in the_ system_ is represon:ed in

the form of procedures, rather than tables of rules or lists

of patternS. By developing special procedural representations

for syntax. semantics. and inference, flexibility and power

are gained. Since_each piece of knowledge can be a procedure;

it can call directly on any other piece of knowledge in the

system._ (3 p. ref.)
SUBJECT TERMS: Language. COmputers.____ Syntax. Grammar.

Semantics 27740, 10970. 61320. 21530 46390 --

INDEX PHRASE; language understanding computer system,

special procedural representations for syntax & semantics &

inference



7400053_ 740001,3
Understanding natural language
BOOK AUTHOR: Winograd. T.

Jonnson-Laird; P. N.
the Quarterly Journal_of Experimental

Psychology- 1973, 25

(3)._444 -436. _ CODEN: qjxp-a

Series REVIEW
_ New York: Academie Press; 1972,for U. S.. Canada; _Central

Aiiierica and South Amerieti. Academic Press. 111 Fifth AYR..

New York NY_10003: and for all other countries. Academic

Prost. 24-28 Oval Rd.. London Nei England;

Section Heading Codes: 012 LANGUAGE: Engl.

A favorable t'eview_of___Minograd's computer program for

understanding nett-it-al language, What the program__Avldently

dbes_ is-to converse 69 Teletype about a small imaginary world

Of blocks: boxes, and cubes, and._ in response to orders it

moves around the objects to tisk:. up any regOired

configuration. A number_of language and. problem_solving skills

interact in a complex fashion enabling the program to carry

out_ the tasks given_ and to conduct lUe1U conversations with

interlocutors. It 111 accomplished by a highly_Akilled

deployment of _a whole sot of programs. Syntactic analySis_it

based on a systemic grammar deUsloped originally by Halliday;

and an integrated epproach is taken to the interpretation of

sentences. Meaning is liberated frOM its specific verbiage by

treating it as a matter__of underlying concepts, and

selectional restrictions are_ treated in a Atandard way to

determine which particUlar meaning_ of a word is relevant.

Meanings of sentences are represented by expressions_ in

Planner. the language that alSO underlies the inferential

power of the system. There is much in theAystem to interest

linguists, computer programmers. and WOrkers___In_ artificial

intelligence as well as psychologists and pSycholinguists. In

addition to the description of-the system, there are- useful

introductions to Lisp. Programmer._and Planner, and -an- account

is presented of system4c grammar that_is almost unrivalled in

bringing out the siMPlicity of the_baslc ideas. M. GUek___

DescriptorC_ COMPUTATIONAL
LINGUISTICS: SEMANTICS: RESEARCH

DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION: SYNTAX: SYNTHETIC_LANGUAGES

Identifiers: computer program for understanding natural

language: book review:

7804043 7804043
On Natural Language Based Computer Systems
petrick. S. R.

_ -IBM Thomas J. Witten Research Center, YOrktOwn Heights NY

10598
IBM Journal of Research and Development- 1976, 20, 4: July,

318-325: CODEN: ibmj7a
InternatiOnal Business Machines Corporation. Armonk NY 10504

Section Heading Codes1_5113
Arguments for & against_ the use of matural_langs in

question-answering & programming Systems are discussed.

Several natural lang-based computer
systems are considered in

assessing the current level of System development. The first

system is the LSNLISALunar Sciences Natural_Lang_Informatieh

System). containing information aboUt lunar rock _& soil

derived from Ap011e missions_ __It was able_to answer 78%-

the Queries posed by lUntir geologists but only -8 much---smaller

% of follow-up dueriet: The REL. (Rapidly Extensible Lang)

system has.been applied to Questioning of anthropological

data. Class scneduling_& Fortuhe 500'clata question-answerimcv

_The core Eng lang_is extensible by-Means of definition bated

On _string subttitution._ The SHREILU system developed_by T.

Winograd demonstratet that it_fs possible to bring _together

syntactic.- semantic,
inferehtiol & graphical capabilities_in a

single system. It has a more highly' developed response

generator than the above system: NLp (Natural Language

Processing) was used to develop an automatic programming

System for queueing systems (see Hiedern, 0. E. _"Automatic

Programming through Natural_Language Dish:IOU*: A_Survey." IBM

JOurnal of Research & Development. 1976. 20. 4; 302-313.).

The REQUEST [Restricted Ehglish QUESTion-Answering system) is

based on a transformational grammar of_Eng. _Certain pervasive

difficultiet in developing natural lang baseciL_systems are

identified. & the _approach takeh to overcome them in the

REQUEST is described.._ Modified HA

_Descriptors: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS: EXPERIMENTAL DATA

HANOLING___
Identifiers: natural language based compUtir systems:

Section
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An Cverview cf OWL, A Language for Knowledge Peprasentaticn

Massachusetts Inst of Tech Cambridge Lab fcr Computer :science
404E48) .

AUTHOR; Smolcvits, Peter; Hawkinson, Lowell B.; Martin, William A.

L 11963 Fld: 5f;, 9E, 92D, f2B GRA/7719
Jun 77 29p _

Sept Nc; MIT2LCE/7M-=86
Ccnttadt: NC1O14-75-C-0661
1CtitCr: 19

Presentei at workshop cr. Natural Language for Interacticn with Data
gases acid by tae International Institute fr.. Applied Systems Analysis
at Schloss Laxenburg, Austria, Jan 77.

Anstract: The motivation atd overall orgarizaticn of the OWL language
ft: knowledge representation is described. OWL consists ct a m=emory cf
ccncepte in terms of which all English phrases and all kncwledge ct an
applicaticn domain are represented0_a theory of Englith grammar which
tells new tc map English phrases into concepts, a parser tc perform
that mapping for_indiVidual Sentences, and an interpreter tc carry cut
proce3u7es which are written in th,e same representational formalism.
Toe_ system has been applied tc the study of interactive dialOJS,
explanaticns cf its cwr reasoning, and question answering.

De.lorirtcrs: Programming languages, Artiticial intelligence, Symbels,
Ocntutaticnal linguistics* Phtase Structure grammars, Compute:
applicaticns, _-raisers, Marping, Mar machine systems, Linguistics,
Iakcncmy, Nma-.5s; Words(Language), Semantico, : PeasoLi:.g,

EJycnclinguistics, Indexing

Il7n:ifiers: Knowledge Representaticn, Sentences, Interactive systems,
:uestion answering systems, *OWL programming language, Linguistic
memory system, Dialogues, NIISCCCXA

AOA041 372/4ST NTIS Prices:. PC AC3 MF AC1

62-07606 DOC YEAR 1979 VOL NO: 62 ABSTRACT NO 07606
Computer understanding of natural language.
Schank. Roger C.
Yale U
_BohOvior -Research Methods & instrumentation 1978 Apr vol
10(2) 132-199
LANGUAGE: Engl CLASSIFICATION: 21, 60
Describes the state of research in automatic natural

language_ PrOCeeSing at Yale Universityi__Five_programs are
discussed: SAME- FRUMP; -PAM - TALESPIN:- -and POLITICS.
__SUSUECT_ TERMS LANGUAGE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE. 'COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS: 27740. 10960. 10900

INDEX PHRASE: automatic natural language processing,
discussion of SAM & FRUMP & PAM & TALESPIN & POLITICS programs
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'300833 7300833
Theoretical and methodological considerations on automatic

IyntactiC_analysis
Geene; Dirk
Inst. Applied LinguistiCs. Louvain. Belgium

1972. 15; 47-66. . CODEN: itlg-a
Institute of Applied Linguistics. Vesaliusst.. 2. 3000

ouvains Belgium:
Section Heading Codas: -062
automatic analysis (AA) is one of the most disputed

AsciplInes in applied linguistics. Not only a computer
rogram but also, for example, a transforms'Aonal grammar
ries to obviate the endless number of grammatical sentences
ith a finite set of rules._ Applying_the_theory is only one
top further than defining_the theory itself. Thus, if the
nalysis turns out to be wrong, the linguist will first
ttempt to correct the theoretical model because it has been
hoWn to be wrong, whereas those who disagree, with the applied
e thod can only ;adjust- their theory in a haphazard fashion.
pplication and theory are thus dependent on_each other. As a
e sult, the linguist will_benefit most by _a combination of
heory and practice. Any AA_should_have a double aim: (i) as
speculum for the model used; and (2) as being applicable in
fields other than pure linguistics, e.g., in the description
f language. The ASA program is divided into paradigmatic and
yntagmatic parts. whereas in the paradigmatic analysis the
P latione_that_exist_in words between_ actualized and potential
B laney are indicated, the syntagmatic analysis will indicate
he relations between the worths that constitute the sentence.
The detailed ASA program can only be evaluated by the extent
D which it can now live up -to expectations in actual
ractice. The AA program has a double aim: (1) the
rifiCation_of_the model used for linguistic descriptions;
Id (2) if this model seems to satisfy present needs. the

application of the model. Grammar can indeed be
Drmalize0. and as a result must be made machine-applicable.
' cause tnis would seem to be the only way in which
-ammatical theories can be examined in order to avoid
isleeding interpretations made_by_the "understanding reader;_"
le next step must be to evaluate the model used- here with
igard to the large group oteexisting theories. To this end,
!forts in the field of the formalization of grammar and hence
rtometic analysis must be increased.
Descriptors:- DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL; APPLIED
INGUISTIM SYNTAX: 1MEDRETICAL LINGUISTICS
Identifiers: automatic syntactic analysis; theory;
ithoddlogy:

7700081 7700081
Human Associative Memory
B OOK AUTHOR: Anderson, John R: b Bower. Gordon H.
Keenan. Janice M.
U Denver. University Park CO 80210
Language Sciences- 1976. 39; Feb; 30-32 CODEN: lasc-b
Series: REVIEW
New York: W4lei. Heisted Press. f973.Research Center for the

.anguage Sciences, Indiana University.. 516 E. 6th St..
lloomington IN 47401
Section Heading Codas: 4016 LANGUAGE: Engl.
In recent years it has become apparent that tha distinction

metween linguistic competence & linguistic performance is
wits fuzzy. What is needed is a model that unites the 2 -- a
Wel that represents a speaker/hearer's knowledge of the
anguage in terms of the rules or processes_ required_ to change
'rem -I mental state to the next; _ This is an impressive
ittempt_at_such_a model. While the model suffers from its
'chance on the traditional; yet questionable, tenets of
esoCiatiOnism. the/book does an excellent job of presenting &
'reining the problems involved in constructing a natural
anguage processing system. It provides many insights for
seders interested in the interface between competence &
w-formarca. %A A

Deecriptors VERBAL LEARNING; MEMORY; COMPETENCE .ANO
PERFORMANCE; 05YCHOLINGUISTICS

Identifiersi human associative memory: competence vs.
performance; book review;
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:omputational Understanding: Analysis of Sentencet and Context

;tanford Univ Calif Dept of Computer ScienceAdvanced Research

?rojectt Agency, Arlington, 9a.*Natianal Inst. of Mental Health,

RockVille, Md. (094120)

Section 2

Technical rept.
IUTNOR: Riesbeck, Chrittopher Kevin
:4262A3 _FLD: 50, 92D5 USO3D37508

lay. 71& 2500
REPT NO STAN-CS-74-437i AIN=238.
:ONTRACT:DAHC15-73-C-0435, PHSHH-06645
PROJECT: ARPA Order-2494
MONITOR: 18

ABSTRACT: The goal Of this thesis_was to develop a system for tht

computer analysis of written natural_ language texts that could also

serve_ as theroy of human_ cOmprehension of natural language.

Therefor e the construction_ of _this system was guided by four basic

assumptions about natural language comprehension. First, the primary

goal of comprehension is always to find meanings_ as soon -as possible'

Other tasks, such "at discovering the syntactic relationships, are

performed only when essential to decisions about_meaning. Second, at

attempt is made to understand each word as_soon as it is read, to

decide what it means and how it relates to the rest of the text;

Third._ comprehension means not only understanding what has been_seen

but alto predicting what is likely to be seen next. FoUrth, the words

of a teIt_provide the cues for finding the information necessary for

comprehending that text.

DESCRIPTORS: *computational' linguistics, Natural language, Data

processing, Speech necognition, Semantict, Syntax

IDENTIFIERS: NTISDODA

AD/A-0C5 C40/1ST NTIS Prices: PC$7.50/HFS2.25

7802550 71302550
The Computer and Literary Studies
BOOK AUTHOR: Aitken; A. J.. Bailey. R. W., HAmilton-Smith

N. (Eds)
Greenblatt. Daniel C.: Tallentire, D. R.: Marlin, W.

Style- 1976. 10. 3. summer; 2!!1-295. CODEN: styl-b

ED107161 _FLO06923
Detecting Syntactic Anibiguity: Three Augmented Transition

Network Techniques.
Herman, L. Russell. Jr.

21 Mar 75 210.1 Paper presented at__the Southeastern

Conference on Linguistics (SECDL) (12th. Vanderbilt

University. March 1975) _

EDRS PriCe_MF-60.76 Hc-s1:.58 PLUS POSTAGE

When a_grammer_is expressed in augmented transition network

(ATN) fOrM, the__P roblem of detecting_syntactic aMbOgOity

reduces tO finding all possible path, through the ATNs. EaCh

successfully terminating --path throUgh the ATN generates an

acceptable parsing of the input _string. Two ATN_ forms.

minimal -node and Pseudo -tree. are described along with the

conventions for traversing each. The two forms are compared in

regard to efficient use of computer_ time and space and in

regard to appropriateness for each of the three path-finding

techniques. Three techniques are discussed for finding all

acceptable paths__ through ATN.. The _techniques are

!Backtracking." 'Simultaneous Parallel AnalysiS._° and

°Amputate_ And Re-enter." __Relative merits of the three

techniques are discussed in terms of computer execution: time.

required data storage.. programmer _time and amenability of the

program to Modification. A r4dieintary_ATN-based
parser for

English has been written in SPIIBOL tO test the implementation

---afthealiefin-litMaP;_iAuthor)



STRUCTURAL SIGNS OF CERTAIN CLASSES
Section 2

_OF COMPLEX SENTENCES (INCONNECTION WITH THE QUESTION OF HOMONYMOUS CONJUNCTIONS) (STRUKTURNYEPRIZNAKI NEKOTORYKH KLASSOV SPOZHNOPODCRINENNYKH PREDLOZEENII) (vsvraz: S VOPROSOM OS °ROSIN= SOYUZOV)

Foreign Technology Div Wright-Patterson APB Ohio (141600)
AUTHOR: Kaplan; L. I.
5002C1 FLD: 5G USGRDR6820

25 Aug 67 390
REPT NO: FTD=TT=65=1893
Unedited rough draft trans. of Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya Informatsiya
(USSR) n3 p36-43 1964.

ABSTRACT: _The author deals _with_the subject of complex subordinateclauses within a sentence in which_ homonymic connecting words areusedi_ The relationship between the main and_subordinate clauses; atdthe function of words within the sentence (i.e., how a word tends togovern, or is governed by other words, the _presence of certain
grammatical .forms in words etc.) are discussed; (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (*Machine translation, Russian language), (*Eligtititlanguage, =Syntax), Semantics, Algorithms, Analysis, Computational
linguistics, USSR

IDENTIFIERS: Translations, Homonyms

AD-573 454 CFSTI Prices: PCS6.00 HP50.95

TRANSFORMATIONS AND DISCOURSE ANALYSIS PAPERS. 69. COMPUTABLE An
UNCOMPUIABLE ELEMENTS OF SYNTAX

Pennsvlvatia Univ., Philadelphia. (278 950)
AUTHOR: Hiz, Henry
6843A4 FLD: 5G, 917 USGRDR6924
1967 18p --
GRANT: NSF-557

ABSTRACT: A syntax' of a language may be said to be computable in a
different sense when it assigns; .in a computable way, for each given
usable text, all its relevant structures. One also may call a syntax
computable if all its rules are decidable, in the sense that for each
pair of texts it is decidable whether they are linked by the rule.
(Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (*Linguistics, Analysis), (*Syntax, Mathematics),
Computational linguistics, English language

IDENTIFIERS: Generative grammars, Strings(Linguistics)

PB=186 473 CFSTI PriCtS: HCS3.00 MFSC.95

EJ198840 TMS04029
The Sausage Machtne: A New Two-Stage Parsing Model.
Frazier. Lyn: FoclOr; Janet -Oman
Cognition. v6 n4 p291-325 Dee 1978 Dec78
Language: ENGLISH
The human sentence parsing device assigns phrase structure

toaentenceb in two steps. The first stage parser assigns
lexical and phrasal nodes to substrings of words. The second
stags parser then adds higher nodeS to link these phrasal
packages together- into_a complete phrase marker. This model 111

compared with others.-(AUthor/RD)
Descriptors: Language 'Processing/ .LinguiStic Theory/

Models/ Phrase Structure/ Psycholinguistics/ Sentence
()filigreeing/ 'Sentence Structure/ Syntax



ED037734 AL002368
An Approach to the Semantics of Verbs.
von Glasersfeld. Ernst
Georgia -Inst. for Research. Athens.

_ Apr 70 1111P.: Paper delivered at the Southeastern
Ceriference on Linguistics. Chapel Hill, North Carolina. April
1970
Sponsoring Agency: Air Force Office of Scientific Research;

Arlington. Va. Directorate of Information_ Science.
ERRS Price MF-S0.76 HC -$1.58 PLUS POSTAGE

_ This paper explains a method of semantic analysis developed
in the course of a natural-language research project that led
to the computer implementation of the Multistore Persor.
Positing an intSrlinguistic substratum of Semantic particles
of several-different types (e.g. substantive._ attribUtiVe.
developmental. relational), a method is illustrated which
makes it possible_te Map the meaning of activity words in
context: the resulting mappings. on the one hand. incorporate
much of what, hitherto, has been considered "pragmatics and
on the other, they furnish an exact definition of the semantic
'deep structure' underlying_the grammatical surface structure
of a phrase or sentence._ The mappings are hore used to
demonstrate semantic siMilarities and discrepancies between an
English Verb and the German verbs which are required.for its
translation in various contexts. (Author/FWB)
Descriptors:' Computational Linguistics/ 'Deep Structure/

English/ German4 Mathematical Linguistics/ SomantiCS/

75021511 v3n2
Transformations inference of tree grammars for syntactic

pattern recognition
Bhargava. B.K.
Purdue U. WeSt__Lafayette. Ind.

IEEE Systems. Man_and_Cybernetics
Society 1974 International

Conference A744295 .
Dallas. Tex 2-4 Oct 74

IEEE Systems. Man and Cybernetics Society
Conference Record No. 74CH0906-4 SMC; inquire: Order

East
DePt:.

InstitUte of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
47

St.. New York. N- Y- 10017.
Descriptors: TRANSFORMATION: TREE: PATTERN: RECOGNITION

SECTION HEADING: MATHEMATICS.
Section Class Cadet: 6500

75021505 _ v3n2
On inference of tree grammars for syntactic pattern

recognition
Gonzalez. R.C.
U Of Tennessee. Knoxville. Tenn.

__IEEE Systems Man and Cybernetics Society 1974 International
Conference A744295 Gallas. Tex_ 274_0ct 74

IEEE Systems; Min and Cybernetics_ Society
Conference Record No. 74CH0908-4 SMC. inquire: Order- Dept.:.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 345 Eatt 47
St.. New York. N. Y. 10017.
Descriptors: TREE: PATTERN: RECOGNITION
SECTION HEADING: MATHEMATICS
Section Class Codes: 6500

7720188 77-3-000103
Theoretical Issues in Natural Language Processing
Papers from an Interdisciplinary Workshop in Computational

Linguistics. Psychology. Linguistics. Artificial Intelligence.
10-13 June. 1975. Cambridge. MA
Nash-Webber, Bonnie: Schank_._ Roger
_Cambridge_. MA: Yale Univ. Mathematical Sec Sciences Board.
1975. 219 pp
Doc Type: festschrift
Descriptors: linguittics - collections. analyzed
Descriptor Codes: 0301000000

73082239 vin7
Natural language processing
Jeshi; A.K_
1973 National Computer Conference A732237 New York. N Y
4-15 jun 73
Ameriean Fedoration_of Information Processing_ Societies
Proceedings. 9 Jun 73; S40.00: Mr. T. C. White. American

Federation Of Information Processing Societies. 2i0 Summit
Ave, Montvale. N.J. 07845.

Descriptors_L__4ANGUAGEI_PDOCESSING
SECTION HEADING: AENERAL- ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
Sectifin Clime Codes: 5000
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7804059 7804059
Observations on Context Fro* Parsing
Sh4111;_8; A.
Statistical MOthOda in Linguist1CS- 1976 71-109. CODEN:

eillri-a

SPra'kforlaget Skriptor. P.O. Box, 104 65 Stockholm 15,
SWedon (Name changed to Journal of Linguistic Calculus after
1976 Volume)
Section Heading Codes:_5113
The principles_ underlying context free parsing are

investigated. The use of a well-formed substring table is
sufficient to achieve polynomially bounded parsing, On the
basis of its presence in all known polynomial parsers, such _a
device may also be necessary to achieve this bound. The
desirability of a parser automatically achieving tighter
bounds for_various _subclasses of the context free grammars is
examined 6 found to be dependent on the subclass concerned.
It is argued that use of a transformed grammar by the parser
is not nocessarily a disadvantage, as has been previously
claimed. As an illustration of those ideas: a _variant of
recursive descent parsing As developed II its _behavior
analyzed. This algorithm when equipped -with a Well-formed
substring table. is shown to be as efficient as any known
general purpose context free parser, while its simple
structure makes it easier to understand II prove correct.
Modified HA
Descriptors: CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR: STRUCTURALIST LINGUISTIC

THEORY
Identifiers: context free parsing;

7502857 7502857
_ Pattern - matching rules for the recognition of natural
language dialogue-_ expressions
Colby, Kenneth Mark: Parkison, Roger C.: Faught. Bill
Computer Science Stanford U CA 94305
American Journal of Computational Linguistics- 1974. 1.

Microfiche 5. 1-82. COOEN: ajcl-d
__Center for Applied_Linguistics; 1611 N Kent St., Arlington
VA 22209 (Including The Finit' String as of 1974. vol. ii; No;
1)
Section Heading Codes: 116
Man-machine dialogues using everyday conversational English

present difficult problems for computer processing of natural
language. Grammar- based parsers which perform a word-by-word,
parts-Of-speech analysis _ are too fragile to operate
satisfactorily in real time interviews allowing unrestricted
English. In constructing a simulation of paranoid thought
processes, an algorithm capable of handling the linguistic
e xpressions used by interviewers in teletyped diagnostic
Psychiatric interviews was designed. The algorithm uses
patternmatching rules which attempt to_. characteriZe the_inPut
e xpressiOns by progressively transforming them into patterns
which match, completely or fuzzily, abStract stored patterns.
The power of this approach lies in its ability to ignore
recognized and unrecognized words and still grasp the meaning
of the message. The methods utilized are general and could
serve_ any host' system which takes natural language input.
Appendices contain a sample_interview; the dictionary; and a
list of simple patterns. HA
Descriptors: DYADIC INTERACTION; DATA PROCESSING AND

RETRIEVAL: ENGLISH; MEANING: SPEECH RECOGNITION BY MACHINE
Identifiers: algorithm for pattern-matching rules for

computer recognition of natural English dialogue;
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7602660 7602660
Junction Grammar as a ease for Natural
Lytle;:_Eldon_G;: Packard; Dennis; Gibb

It,: Billings, FlOyd_H.;
Brigham Young U. Provo UT 64601
American Journal of Computational Lingu

CODEN: ajCl -d
Center for Applied Linguistics. 1611 N.

Language Processing
Daryl: Melby. Alan

iStiCa- 1975, 3; 77.

Kent St.. Arlington

Section 3

VA 22209 (Including The Finite String as of 1974. Vol. 11. No.
1)
Section Heading Codes: 065
JUnction Grammari a model of language struCture developed by

Eldon_Lytle,__Is being used to define the interlingua _for a
machine-aSsiSted translation project; Junction Grammar
representations. called junction trees. consist of word-sense
information interrelated by junctions. which contribute
syntaCtic a semantic information. The 1st stop of the current
translation systam is interactive analysia,__during_whiCh the
program interacts wtth the human operator to resolve
ambiguities a than produces a junction -free representation Of
the meaning of4he input text. The 2nd & 3rd stops Of the
translation proceis are automatic transfer &_ synthesis intO 1
or more target languages. For each target language the
transfer step makes adjustments on each junction treei if
needed, before sending -it -to the_synthesis_program for that
Language. This translation system is currently under
development at Brigham Young U. Present lexicons for English
analysis. a Spanish. German. French. & Portuguese synthesis
contain about 10.000 word-Senses each. HA
"Descriptors: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS; MACHINE TRANSLATION;

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES:_AMBIGUITT: MEANING: ENGLISH: SPANISH;
GERMAN:_FRENCH: ROMANCE LANGUAGES

Identifiers: junction grammar: model language structure for
natural language processing. machine translation:

ENGLISH DICTIONARY CLASSIFICATION

Linguistics: Research Canter, Univ. of Texas, Austin. (208 250)

AUTHOR: Lee, Tuie Git,
0313F4 PLD: 5G USGRDE6603
lug 65 29p
REPT NO: LRC-65 WD-1
GRANT: NSP-,GN-r308
See also PB=166 656. Distribution: No limitation.

ABSTRACT: The paper contains a description_of the classification of
English adjectives,' nouns_ and_ verbs in the Linguistics Research
System. Paradigms have been devised' in chart form-defining certain
characteristics peculiar to subclasses to parts of speech for

adjectives, nouns and verbs; Concise explanations of_each subclass
with _exaaples are also given. All subclasses are ordered with tht
most frequently used subclasses listed first.

.

DESCRIPTORS: (*English language,_ Classification); Computational
linguistics, Semantics, Syntax, Hathine translation, Dictionaries

IDENTIPIERS: Adjectives, Nouns, Verbs

23 -168 758' C?STI Prices: PCS6.00 nrso.so

77030665 v5n4
Parting of natural language sentences containing unknown

words
Oankel. 0.0.
U Of Illinois. Urbana. Il.
Association for Computing Machinery North_ Central _Regional

Conference A771149 Urbana. Illinois 25-26 Mar_77
Association for Computing Machinery (NOrth Central Region)_
Proceedings. 26_Mar 77; 65 plus mailing Costs: Student ACM,

Dept of COmputer Science: Linty; Urbana, IL 61520.
Descriptors: LANGUAGE; UNKNOWNS:ilfORD
SECTION HEADING: MATHEMATICS /

Section Class Codes: 6500
/



Section 3

AN AUTOMATIC PHRASE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OFA SPANISH TEXT

Linguistics Research Center, Univ. of Texas, Austin. (208 250)
AUTHOR: Thomas, Carolyn Beth,
0444E1 FLD: 5G USGRDR6610

Sep 65 131p
REPT NO: LEC-65-WD-2
GRANT: NSF-GN-308

ABSTRACT: A summary of morphological and syntactic classification is
presented for a pilot description of Spanish in the Linguistics
Research System. Sample displays are given for context-free phrase
structure description and the resulting machine analysis. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: (*Spain, Language), (*Language, Spain), Context free
grammars, Computational linguistics, Syntax

PH -169 468 CFSTI Prices: PCS13.60 NFS1.00

Semantic Directed Translaticn of Context Free Languages

Ohio State Univ., Columbus; Computer and Information Science_Research
Center.*National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. (407 586)

Technical rept.
AUTHOR: Euttelmann, H. William
C5C42K4 FLD: 05G, 92D USGRDR7519
Sep 7u 39p
REPT NO: OSU-CISRC-TR-74-6
GRANT: NSF-GN-534.1
MONITOR: 18

ABSTRACT: A formal definition for the semantics of a context free
language, called a phrase-structure semantics, is given. The
definition is a model of the notion that it is phrases which have,
meaning and that the meaning of a phrase is a function of its
syntactic structure and of tie asanings_of its constituents, Next the
author gives a definition -for translation on context free languages. \

He then studies a certain kind_of translation on cats, Which proceeds \

by translating on the phrase trees of the languages, and is specified
by a_ finite set of 'tree- replacement rules; The author presents a
procedUre_ which, given a cfg and phrase-struCtare semantics for a
target language, will (usually) produce the finite set of
tree-replacement rules for the translation, if the translation exists.
The procedUre may be viewed as a _computer _prograth which is a
translator generator, and which produces another program that is a
translator.

DESCRIPTORS:
translation,
Algorithms

IDENTIFIERS:
NTISNSPSIS

PP -242 854/85T

*Phrase structure grammars, *Semantics,_ *Machine
Syntax, Computational linguistics, Recursive functiont,

Phrase structure semantics, Context free grammars,

STIS Prices: PCS3.75/EFS2.25
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Section 3

Syntactic Analysis cf tht PESSian Sentence

Ibe Watscn_Besearcb Center Icrktcwn ReightS N Y (349 250)

Final refit. May E5-May
ADTEOF: FIat:a; :Warne= J.; Andreyeusky, Alexan.er; Etrcm, Rchert

Lippman; Irhari O.
D177394 Fld: 5G, 5E d7709
Cdt 173E
Contract: AT 30(602)-378i
Project: AF-4599 _

Mcnitcr: SAEC7IR767-=484
Eistributicn limitation now removed.

Abstract: The report describes results cf_a twc_yean_research effort

in the field cf automatic: syntaCtiC Analysis cf Russian within tna

frateucrk of Russian7EngliSh sachite translaticn R ard E. The primary;

:Meet cf study and inveStigaticn ccnsisted in design and development

cf tke: combinetOrial syntactic analysis system* aCccmpanied by-at

extensive linguistic research on Russian grammar. A Ccncomitant small

scale raSearCh cn multiple path _prediCtiO4 Syntactic analysis of

3Jstiat was ccnducted in parallel et an Extensicn cf the research

effort initiated' at Earvard University_ with tae NSF sUppert.

Performance cf. the _predictive analyzer cn the test corpuS cf 16C

Russian sentences is descrited.

Descriptors: (*Russian language; Syntax);_ (*Machina translation;

Rataian langUage), Computational lifiguittidt, Autcmatic; Engilsh

langLitge, Computer prcgrams. Prcgratting languages; Algcrithms,

Combinatorial atalysis, ticticna :ies, Sutrcutines, Linguistics

Identifiers: Syntactic anallS11; raincrxr

AD-E24 .";57/4ST NTZS Prices: PC AO8/MF ACI

Machine Translatidn (A Bibliography pith Abstracts)

National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. (391 812)

Rept. for 1964-Feb 75
AUTHOF: LehMann,_EdWard J., Young, many E.
C4654D3 FLD: 05G, 09B, 92D*, 88, 62, 86W USGRDR7513
Say 75 132p*
MONITOR: 18
Supersedes COS-73-11717.

ABSTRACT: Studies on machine_ _translation of various languages are
pre.sented as abStracts in this bibliography: Cf Federally-funded
research reports; Topics concerning syntax, computer programming,
computer hardware, and semantics: are included. (Contains 127
abstracts) .

DESCRIPTORS: *Sachine translation, *Bibliographies. Computational
linguisticS, Syntax, Semantics, Computer programming, Vocabulary,
Translating

IDENTIFIERS: NTISNTIS

NITS/P5-75/411/9ST NTIS Prices: PCS25.00/SFS25.00
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.owleige-Based machine TrauslatiOr

vale t1niv 11'44, OsMem C- ['opt of Cnmputer Science (4070c1)

_Section 3

"esearch reut.
Al7HT?: Carbonell, 7aire Cullinfori, Fichari E.: Gershman, r,natole

V.
v069511 mll: 5G, q2r, 957 G"AI7010
ter 7B flm
Pert Mo: *P=145
Cortract: v00014-,5-C-1111
monitor: 15t

Availability: microfiche copies only.

Abstract: 77his _paper discusses knowledge -based machine translation
research at Yale ,lniversity Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. ^ar

paradigm, illustrated by several working computer programs, is I-1

analyze the source text into a langaage-free representation, apply

world knowledge to infgr information implicitinthe input text, and

generate the translation in Marini's target langaages. (Author)

nescriptors: *!4achine translation, Ar4ifici?1 irtelligencm,
*Computational lirguistics, vatural language, 7nformation procPsTira

-flentifiers: wrlwledge, 1.17/grr!,xA

AP-A062 501,,F7 v775 0rices: MF AD1

Fesearch ca Chinese-English Michite-mrandlatich

California tIniv Berkeley (071 850)

Final technical rept. 1 Jul 67=31 JO. 69
AUTB:.15: Wang, William S=Yi Dougherty, Ching-Yi; Ccughty, Harbert II7;
Johnscn0 C. rciig2a$1 Lee, Sally B.
M121I3 Fld: 5G d77G2
Feb 69 46p
Contract: F30602-67-C-0347
Fro :!act: AF-4598
Monitor: FAZC7T9-769=57C
Eistr!hunicin limitation now removed.

AbStract: The_ report_dccuments_ results _of_ a 13-renth _effort in
Chinese - English machine_translatiCh F_and D. Main_lr mphasiswas placed

cm design cf automatic lcokiip system fCt segmentatic cf Chinese test

into units cf Meaning, and design of automatic syntactic analysis
system for- recognition Of Chinese sentence structure. The following
tasks Were prognessing ccncurrently: further compilamicn ot,leXical
data with -refined grammar codes, and continuing scphiSticatiOn cf
rules for automatic syntactic analysis. COMpletiCr_ of Syntactic

Analysis System (SAS) and associated Subroutines constitutes_amalcr
achiavament. Continuation phase Will te_devoted mainly_tc_interlingual
transfer probIem_ati withEsis in Erglishi_cu1minatirc in design of a

prototype systeM fOr Chinese-English machine translaticn. (Author)

DetcriptM=S: (*Chinese language, *Machine.
C:mputaticnal linguistics, English language

Identifiers: NIISCODXt

AD-E50 CCS/2ST :1/IS Prices: PC A03/EF AC1

transit :ton) , Syntax,



.MaciAte Translation (A Bibliography with Abttracts)

National Technical Information

Rept. for 1964-May 76
AUTHOR: Young, MO.ry E.

C6731E2 FLD: 05G, 09B,
Jun 76_ 141p*
MONITOR: 18
Supersedes NTIS/PS=75/411,

ABSTRACT
cited;
hardware
contains
edition;

Service, Springfield, Va.

92D*, 88, 62, 86W GRA17615

: Studies on mac

Topics concerning
and semantics
136 abstracts,

DESCRIPTORS:
linguisticS,
Translating

and COM=73-11717.

hine _translation of var

_syntax, _computer_:prog
are included. (This up

9 of which are new entri

*Bibliographies' *Machine translati

Syntax, Semantics, Computer program

IDENTIFIERS: Foreign latguages, NTISNTIS

NTIS/PS-76/0434/1ST NTIS PriceS: PC$25.0O/MF525.CC

7305019 7305019
Automatic translation natural languages
Kay. Martin
InfOrmation_S CoMputer Science, U. California . Irvine

Daedalus- 1973; 102 (3) 217-230. CODEN: abaci-a

280 Newton St.; Brookline Mass. 021AG:
Section Haading COMM: OAS

_ -A consideration of attempts to build_a_tranalating machine

for natural languages as well as a discussion of- problems in

the 'Stud- of meaning. Although withdrawal government

funding has cause0 a loss of interest in _ automatic

translatiOn. SOhe_Systems have .been developed including: (1)

the Mark II translator 121 the "Georgr'cown progreM: and (3)

the _Rand CorporatiOn'S NINO system A fourth system is alSO
proposed_tn which material would be translated_into a language

SO Constructed that each foreign word and affix __could be

repladed by a cOunterpart ln an artificial language La

one-to-one dOrraspondonce) which would be much sealer to learn

than the foreign language Computars ere now being

used to study meaning through _programs that mimic hUMSM

behavior. For processing of textual_ datsL it was thought that

different_ sets_ ofrealuiremente would demand_different programs

and that it-would-be necessary to daSigh essentlally_different
algorithms for basic linguistic processes. It Seams now that

the mat algorithms will be variants of a Single overall

strategy. Three strategies have been proposed for obtaining

deep structures for arbitrary sentences. _Besides the prObliaMS

of SyntaCtic analysis. that,* are many problems in semantics.

and the computational linguist is coming_to soa_that it is in

this field that his main contribution w111 bs_mado;

DescriptOOS: _MACHINE TRANSLATION: SEMANTICS: SYNTHETIC

LANGUAGES: DATA PROCESSING_ANO_RETRIEVAL
Identiflors: !waterline translation of natural languages:

problems of moaning;
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A _Short CenCordande to Laurence Sternes 'A Sentimental Journey
Through Franca and Italy by Nr. Yorick.0 Volume I. A-L

Illinois Univ., Urbana. Copt. of Computer Sdience.*Princeton Univ.,.
N.J. Dept. of Statistics.*National Science PohniatiOn, Washington,
14C.__Div. of Computer Research. (176 011)
AUTHOR: Patta, Betty_13,0 Pasta, David J., Pasta, John R.
C3793I4 PLD: 53, 88E USGBDR7426
Sep 74 227p
REPT NO:UIUCDCS-R-74-676-Vol-1
NCNITOB: 18
See also Volume 2, P3-236 233. Prepared in cooperation with PrincetOn
Univ., N.J. Dept. of Statistics- and National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C. Div. of Computer Research.

Section 4

ABSTRACT: The concordance to Laurence_ Sterne's last work, A
Sentimental Journey through France_ and Italy by Mr._Yorck. employs a
KWIC (Xeyword-in-Context) form which centers the word On the page and
includes the words of text immediately preceding and foal-tieing. The
keyword _types are it alphabetic order listed with each token -given in
order of aPpearance in the text. In the listing, special symbols
precede the alphabet and numerals follow the alphabet. A
word - frequency list containing all the words in the Journey is
included. Some high "frequency _filhdtiOn 4ords were blocked in the
concordance. and this reduced its size frOA 40,635 to 26,188 lines.
Blocked words include certain articles. personal pronouns, parts of
verbs to be and to have, and prepositionsin. of; and to.

DESCRIPTORS: *Co-ordinate indexing, *Books. *Indexes(Documentation).
Data _processing,_ Computational linguistics, Information retrieval,
Words(Language). Literature (Fine arts), English language

IDENTIFIERS: *Concordances. Permuted indexes, NTISTUU, NTISNSF

PB-236 232/5SL NTIS Prices: PC57.50/DFS2.25

AUTOMATIC LINGUISTIC CLASSIFICATION

lInguistics Research Center, Univ. of Texas, Austin.
AUTHOR: Pendergraft, Eugene D. , Dale, Nell,
0313F3 FLD: 5G USGEDR6603

Nov 65 46p
ttPT NO: LRC-65-WAT-1
CONTRACT: DA=36-039-AMC-02162(t)
GRANT: NSF-GN-308
Distribution: No limitation.

(208 250)

ABSTRACT: The work- plan of__a long-range series of experiments in
automatic linguistic CletSification is described; together with
discuision of a first experiment. The latter is concerned with
category identification. In particular the data resulting froM
automatic syntactic analysis of English were used to identify'
syntactical categories which have similar membership. The series of
experiments Will_cOibine the use of automatic linguistic analysis and
auttomatic classifidation techniques. _ Automatic syntactic analysis,
and it later experiments &mantic analysit, will be performed kithit
the Linguistics Research System (LRS). Aut0eatic ClatSifiCatitin_ will
be carried out within the Automatic Classification System (ACS); A
p ogramming interface is being constructed between the two systems so
t at _their_combined capabilities can be used for automatic linguistic
lassification and partial seiforganization.
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Section 4

Short Concordance to Laurence Sterne's 'A Sentimental Jourt..-y
Through France' and Italy by Mr; Yorick'. Volume II. M-Z

Illinois Univi_. _Urbana. Dept. of Computer Science.*Princeton:Uaiv.,
N.J. Dept. of Statiatics.*National Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C. Div; of Computer Research. (176 -011)
AUTHOR: Pasta, Betty B., Pasta, DaVid J., Patta, John R.
C3793J1 FLD: 58, 88E USG3DR7426
Sep 74 248p
REPT NO: UIDCDCS-R-74-676-Vc1-2
MCNITOR: 18
See alsb Volume 1. PB7236_232. Prepared in cooperation with Princeton
Univ., N.J. Dept. of- Statistics and National Science Foundation,
Washington, D:C. Div; of Computer Research.

ABSTRACT: The short ..concordance to Laurence Sterne's A Sentimental
Journey Through France and Italy by Br. Yorick contains 26,188 words
of the_ 404635 word text. Blocked words include certain articles,
personal_ pronouns, _parts_ of the verbs to be and to have, and the
prepositions in, of, and to. The _text was divided into logical
episodes, and each word vas tagged with the number of the episode in
which it appears;

DESCRIPTORS: *Coordinate indexing, *Hocks. *Indexes(Documentation),
Data processing, Computational linguistics, Information retrieval,
Words(Language), Literature (Fine arts), English language

IDENTIFIERS: *Concordances, Permuted indexes, NTISIUU, hTIS NSF

PB-236 233/3SL NTIS Prices: PC$7.50/MF$2.25

A Computer-Aided Investigation of Linguistics Performance: Normal and
Pathological Language

Iowa Uaiv Iowa City Dept of Mathematics (404511)

Technical rept;
AUTEOR:Wachal. Pobert_S., Spreen,_Otfried
A1205A1 FLD: SG, 56J USGRDR7101
Jul 70 22p
PEPT NO: THEMIS-U7.-TR-29
CONTRACT: NO0014-68-A-0500
'Deport on the Theory and Applications of Automaton Theory.

ABSTRACT: A system of twenty FORTRAN and PL/1 programs, developed_fon
an_ _analysis of aphasic and normal speech transcripts, is described in
detail. The programs aid it lexical, graamatical,_paralinguistic0_and
statistical analyses as well as in data preparation and correction.
They can also be used in schizophrenic and other kinds of pathological
Ianguage_and are adaptable to the analysis of written-language samples
and the investigation of authorship and style. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: ( *Speech, *Computational linguittics), Performance(Rumet)
; Pathology, Coaputers Psychiatry

IDENTIFIERS: PL/1 programming language, FORTRAN, Psycholinguistics,
Thesis project

AD -71U 144 NT:S Prices: PCS3.Ce ETSO.95



poken Language Vocabulary Structural Frequency Count - Japanese Data

aalyses
Section 4

yracuse univ Research Corp if Y (339750)

pecial rept. 1 Jul 72-30 Jun 73
DTHOR: Stale, Robert J., Siren, Murray S., Pratt, Charles C.

2592:1 FLD: 5G, 92D USGADR7410
nn_73 465p
!PT NO: SURC-m?-73-228
ONTRACT: DLAGC5-72-C=0574
ONITOR: 18

BSTRICT: The report is a ftequency _analysis of vocabulary -and

entente_ patterns in the Japanese language; The corpora used are a

edia sample; a diSCUStitin session, elicited sentences, and words

licited for frame_Sentences; The outputs_are the following_frequency

ables: (a) semantic frequency of cosbined_cOrpUs_ (media, discussion,

licited sent-trio-0;)_ listed alphabetically with inflectional and

erivational variants as subentries; _14 semantic frequency _of

ombined corpus listed by frequency; (c) sentence pattern frequency

rot corpus of elicited_Sentencesv (d) H-ranks and phi=coefficients

or corpus of elicited words. (Author)

2SCRIPTORS: *Wordt(Language), *Vocabulary' Counting, Computational

inguistics, Sesattics, Speech

ZENTIHS: *Japanese language, *word frequency, Etymology, SD

D-775 925/1 NTIS Prices: PCS26.25/MF$1.45

0ken Language Vocabulary and Structural Frequency count: English

ma Analyses

racuse Univ Research Corp N Y (339750)

mcial rept. 1 Jul 72-30 Mar 73
MHO?: Miron, Hurray S.
?592H4 FLD: 5G, 92D UsGRDR7410
kr 73 322p
PT NO: SURC-TR-73-117
)NTRACT: DAAG0572-C-0574
,NITOR: 18

3STRACT: The teport is a frequency analysis of vocabulary and

ntende patterns in the Englith language. The corpora used are a

edia sample, a discussion session, elicited sentencet0 and words

Acited for frane_sentendet._The outputs are the follOWing_ftequency

tbles: .
(a) Semantic frequency of combined_corput_ (media, discussion,

Licitied sentences) listed alphabetically With _inflectional and

trivatiOnal variants as subentries: (b) Semantic frequency of

)sbined corpus listed by frequency; let sentence pattern frequency

mia corpus elicited sentences;- (d) H-ranks and phi-coeffiCients

Jr corpus of elicited words. (Author)

CSCRIPTORS: *wor4s(Langasqe)i *Vocabniary, Frequency, Computational

Umquistics, Speech, English language

DENTI10:23S: *Word frequency, Etymology, SD

D-775 924/4 NTTS PriCes: PCS19.25/MPS1.45



ED132568_ CS203088
_ Degrees_ of Syntactic _and Rhetorical Fluency-Competency in
Freshman_Writing: A Computer-Assisted Study.
Chisholm. William
77 7p.: Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the

Midwest Modern Language Association (18th. St. Louis.
Missouri. November 4-6. 1976)

EDRS Price_MP-S0.83 NC-S1,67 Plus Postage.
An exploratory_ study of quantitative measurement of

syntactic and rhetorical fluency mxaminen students' writing
near the beginning and near the end Of a_two-quanter freshman
English program. The syntactic analysis focused on the ClaUSe.
which was classified according to basic syntactic type and
elaborating syntactic structures. The rhetorical analysis
concentrated_on the_orthographic unit and included counts_ of
selected rhetorical features and _counts__ Of__ logical
relatiOnShipe betWeen successive units of thought. Preliminary
results are reported, though in general the measures chosen
did not discriminate between the 20 compositions written at
the beginning of the program and the 20 written at the end.

(AAAUI_
_ Descriptors: College Freshmen/ Composition Skills
(Literary)/ Nighir_Education/_ Language _Fluency/ Language
Patterns/ Language Researth/ Rhetoric/ Syntax

7502755 7502755
A literary analysis by computer
Waltman. Franklin M.
Foreign Languages State U New York Coll Cortland 13045
Hispania- 1974. 57, 4. Dec. 893-898. CODEN: hiSn-b

7304688 7304688
A Computer-aStisted study of the vocabulary of young Navajo

children
Spolsky. Bernard: Holm, Wayne: Holliday. Babette: Embry.

Jonathan
Linguistics._U_New Mexico
Computers and the Humanities- 1973, 7 (4). 209-218. CODEN:

cohu-a

7935243 79- 3- 000653
Semi-AUtOrilatiC Construction of_Semantic Concordances
Fraenkel. A. S.: Raab. E,__ _

Computers and the.Humanitiet. US ISSN 0010-4817. Flushing.

NV. 1979, 13:283-88

ED108633 IR002150
Design Document: KWIC MOdule: L.A.P. Version I.

Porch, Ann
Southwest Regional Laboratery for Educational Research and

DeVelopment; Los Alamitos. Calif.

26 1469 72 9p,
Report No.: SWRC-TN-5-72737
EDR6 Price MF-50.76 HCf41_58_PLUS POSTAGE
The Language_ Analysis Package_ILAP) was developed by the

Southwest Regional_Leboratory (SWIM/ to assist researchers in

the analysis of language usage. The function of the KWIC

(Keyword-in Context_ nr Concordance) MOdUle Of_the LAP is to

produce keyword listings_from the input text being_ analyzed.

Such listings will contain location information broken c _ m_bY

document identifier. paUi. paragraph.- and line. Other design

features are presented in this document together with the file
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Spoken Language Vocabulary and Structural Frequency Count - Swahili
Data Analyses

Syracuse Univ Reiearch Corp N T (339750)

Special rept. 1 Jul 72-30 Jun 73
AUTHOR: Bahama, Ibrahim, airplay Murray S., Pratt, Charles C.

C2592I2 PLD: 5G, 92D UsGRDR7410
Jun 73 301p
REPT NO: SURC-TP-73-229
CONTRACT: DAAG05 -72 -C -0574
MONITOR: 18

ABSTRACT: The report is a frequency analysis of vocabulary and
sentence patterns in the Swahili language. The corpora used area
media sample, a discussion session, elicited sentences, and words
elicited for frame sentences. The outputs are the following frequency
tables: (a) semantic frequency of combined corpus (media, discussion,
'elicited sentences) listed alphabetically with'_ inflectional. and
derivational variants_ as subentries; (131 semantic frequency of

combined corpus listed by frequency; (c) sentence pattern frequency
from corpus of elicited sentences; (d) H- ranks and phi-coefficients
for corpus of elicited words. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS:
linguistics,

IDENTIFIERS:

AD=775 926/9

*Nords(Language), *Vocabulary, Counting, Computational
Speech

*Swahili, African languages, Word frequency, SD

NT= Prices: PCS18.25/MFS1.45

Anual for the Development of Language Frequency Counts

yracuse Univ Pesearch Corp N T

pecial rept. 1 Jul 72-30 Jun 73
UTHOR: Miron, Murray S., Pratt, Charles C.
2592H3 FLD: 5G, 92D USGRDR7410
at 73 58p
EPT NO: SURE -Tp-73-235
ONTRACT: DAAG05-72-C-0574
ONITOR: 18

BSTRACT: As part of a continuing project of language_ analysis, SUPC
resents its final manual; This manual is an explanation of _the
rocedures used to collect and analyse data for this project. After
kplaining the__theory and application of the methodology; the manual
iscusses_ specific problems encountered in the design, administration
Id analysis of the , language data collected. (Modified author
;street)

!SCRIPTORS: *Vocabulary, *Words(Language), Computational linguistics,
'mantics, Manuals

)ENTIFIERS: Word frequency, Etymology, SD

)-775 923/6 NTIS Prices: PCS6.00/MIPS1.45

04072 7504072
Trends 1n Computer Applications to. Literature
Widmann. R. L.
Computers and the Humanities- 1975. 9. 5. Sept. 231-235,
.411,..
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UStros Guile to the SOLAR Selantic Analysis File

System DeVelopment Corp Santa MonicaCalif*Advanced Research ProjectsAgency, Arlington, Va. (339900)

Technical rept.
AUTHOR: Bye, Tom, Diller, Timothy, Olney, John
C4643K4 FLD: 5G, 98, 92D, 628* 0SGRDB751331 Apr 75 _39p
REPT NO: SDC=T0-5292/001/00
CCNTRACT: DAHC15=73-C-0080, ARPA Order-2254
BONITOE: 18

ABSTRACT: The document contains a_general explanation of the semanticanalysis _file of SOLAR (a SeMantidally-Oriented Lexical Ardhivel. Itis intended as an introduction and reference manual for the tin-lineuser, the casual reader, or the data collector. The document indicatesthe design concepts, the resulting_file structure, the intended tilecontent, retrieval procedures' and data collection procedures.

DESCRIPTORS: *SeeattiCS, *Speech recognition, English language,Infermation retrieval., Data processing, Computational linguistics,Natural language, Manuals

IDENTIFIERS: NTISEODA

AD-ACC9 328/6ST NTIS Prices: PC33.75/4ES2.25

Phrase Dictionary Distribution Analysis and Growth Prediction Report

Cryptanalytic Computer Sciences Inc Cherz:y Hill /N 3 (406482)

Final rept._26 Jan-26_APr 74
AUTHOR: Naito, J. H., Boehm, R., Fither, J. G., Epstein, S. D.,
Stewart, D. 3._
C3114K4 FLD: 5Gi 53, 92D, 888 USGRDR7417
26 Apr 74 56p
CONTRACT: DAAA21-74-C-0269
MONITOR: 18

ABSTRACT: The _{port describes a study of the DDC Phrase Glossary. It
includes a computer program to tabulate word frequencies for blocks of
phrases of optional sizes. On the basis of these distributions,.
empirical and statistical analyses are made including two prediction
models._ Two -word distributions are also included. Based upon the
available distributions, a two-word_ PhraSe Glossary_size of 320,000
two-word phrases- was determined. Also included are analyses of Teti-Ott
techniques, such as suffix truncation, imbedded phrases, and query
effectiveness. Comparisons are made of the DDC system to other plain
language machine retrieval systems. (Author)

DESCRIPTORS: *Information_ retrieval, *Dictionaries, Words(Language),
Occurrence, models, Predictions, Computational linguistics, Computer
applicatiOnt

IDENTIFIERS: Phrase structure, NTISDODA

AD-780 957/7 1 TTS Prices: PCS3.75/3FS1.45
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The SQAP Data Base for Natural Language Infcrmation

Research Inst. of National Defense, Stockholm (Sweden).
AUTHOR: Palme, Jacob
C5112J2 FLD: 05G, 92D DSGRDE7520
Jul 75 79p
REPT NO: FOA-P-C8376-ME(E5)
BONITOR: 19

Section 5

(402 800)

ABSTRACT: The _Swedish Question answering Project (SOAP) aims at
handling baby different kinds of- facts; and_not only facts in a small
special application area. The SQAP data base consists of a network of
nodes corresponding to objects, properties and events in the real
world. Deduction can be performed, and- deduction rules can be- input it
natural language and stored in the data base. This report describes
the data base, specially_ focusing on probles in- its design both
problems which_halre been solved and problems which are not yet solved.
Specially_ fdll treatment is_given to the data base representatiOn of
natural language noun phrases, and to the representation of deduction
rules in the data base in the fora of data base patterns.

DESCRIPTORS: *Computational linguistics, Computer programming,
Artificial intelligence, Semantics, words (Language) -, English language,
Sweden

IDENTIFIEPS: Swedish question answering project, NTISSRPIND

Pr-243 783/8ST NTIS Prices: PCS4.75/BPS2.25

7704731 7704731
Automatisch, Lemmatisierung Zielsetzung und Arbeitsweise

eines linguistischen Identifikationsverfahrens(Automatic
Lemmatisation -1- Goals and Procedures of a Linguistic
Identificational PrograM)
Weber. Heinz Josef
U Saarlandes. 6600 Saarbrucken Federal Republic of Germany_
_Linguistiscne Berichte- 1976. 44, Aug. 30-47. COOEN:

lgbr-a
Friedrich VIeweg_&__Sohn. P. D. Box 5829, D-6200 Wiesbaden.

Federal Republic of Germany__ __
Section Heading Code*: 4610 LANGUAGE: Ger
The goals of this project are identifying & specifying word

forms within a text by means of a large dictionary_(about
100;000 stems with syntactic_& semantic specifications) & a

grasimatical component- _
Word_ forms_within u text are to be

specified with regard to their lexical___codification_ &

linguistic context. The procedure has 5 steps: (1) analysis
of inflectional variants & retrieval of stems -- in case of

lexical ambiguity, detection of the various readings SS
offered by_the dictionary. (2) detection of discontinuous verb
Constituents a- special_ problem_ of German (e.g.. er ging vor
vielen Jahren in der Fremde verloren, . he was lost abroad
fOr many years)) _reconstruction of_the comPound stem

(e.g.. verlorengorMin (to be lost)); (3)- disambiguation of
syntactic homographs (e.g.. English 'leaves' --- verb /noun or

German billige (just/siquitabl,-) verb/adjectiVe) by

distributional analysis; (4) idiontification of idiomatic
expressions consisting of several_verbal units_(e.g.. English
'to kick the bucket' or German die Kurve_kratzen)_ -- In this

case a special dictionary component Is used; _3 ___(5)
disambiguation of semantic homographs by means of selectional
restrictions in connection with a-rough specification Of the
syntactic_structure of sentence. AA
_DOSCriptorsl_CDMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS: DATA PROCESSING AND

RETRIEVAL:- GERMAN: DICTIONARY:- AMBIGUITY; DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
Identifiers: automatic lemmatization of German word forms:
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7603928 7603928
Toward a Generative Dependency Grammar
Vater Heinz
U Cologne, Federal Republic of Germany . _

Lingua- 1975, 30_2-3. Jun. 121-145. CODEN1 ling-a

Ndeth Holland Publishing Company. P. O. Box 211, Amsterdam.

The Netherlands _ _

SectiOn Heeding COdes:_050_
The notion of valence & the relation of dependency connected

with it wire introduced into the _theory of grammar by

Tosniere._ Later, D. Hays ("dependency Theory: A Formalism

and Some Observations' Language 1964._40, 511-525.), Gaifman.

K.
Baumeartner_('Konstituenz and Dependenz' (Constituents

anddeperideride) in_ Steger.__ H. (editor) VOrschlogi fur_eirle

strukturale GriMalatik des Deutschen (Project for a Structural

Grammar of German) Darmstadt: WissenschafliChe
Buchgeaollschaft. 1970.) showed that dependency 6, constituent

grammar are not_ only complementary bUt tat least weakly)

equivalent. - Robinson_worked out mOdel cf a generative

grammar with a deep structure built on dependency relations

rather than on phrase structure relation, LA Dependency Based
Transformational Grammar (Research Report RC-1889) Yorktown
Heights;_NY:.L_IBM Watson_Res Ctr.). Robinson argues that the
concept of head cannot_be_formalized w'ith1n the framework'of a
phrase-structure categorial comPonent but that it can be

formally specified fOr each phrase; if dependency rules
geneate the structural strings Of Categories;_ thuS_SuPPlYirld
additional information needed for some Of the transformations.

In this paper,__ an attempt is made to overcome. the
ShOrtcomings in_Robinson's model by modifying her deiperidenCy

ruled & adding semantic specifications_tp_the_dependents of V,

taking into account some of the considerations that led
Fillmore_to_make up his 'cases.' HA ____ _
Descriptors: TRANSFORMATIONAL AND GENERATIVE GRAMMAR: TESNIE
Identifiers: theory of generative dependency _grammar;

valence. dependency vs. phrase structure grammar, TeSniere.
Fillmore:

7890024 7890024
A_Swedish Lexical DataBase

Sture:_Ralph.Bo
SOrakdata_Goteborgs U, Norra Allegatan o S-413 01 Sweden
Series: AILA 1978,0007 _

A lexical data base fOr present-day Swedish_is_in the
process of being developed at the department of

natural-language processing. U of dOtebtirg. The lexical
material is drawn from authentic texts. Large saMpleS Of

words with _their_ contexts_ _still traceable' are available
thrtiUgh the Swedish Logotheclue_ which maintains word & text

banks in machine readable form: The linguistic analysis.is
carried out interactively, using an adapted form _Of__case
grammar. Linguistic informatioh inClUdes grammatical

constructions: semantic definitions: morphotactic properties
of the_items: phonetic /phonological, graphonomic, Stylittie;
Statistical data: _&_ a brief etymological note. The
definitiOnS Contain words reducible to a minimal list of

defining WOrdt. These defining_ units__are_regarded as
indivisible primitives. A cOntrdllwd defining vocabulary is

used to avoid circularity in the definitiOne: This data baie
may have a number of uses. The sophisticated form Of storage
employed allows_the_materisl to be approached in several ways:
the material can also be_immediately_restructured in the way
the linguist chooses. The data bale's most obvious use.

however, is fbr dictionary production. The first -thing

generated from the data base will be an__unconventional
monolingual Swedish dictionary whiCh will refTeCt the
distinguishing features of the data base,

Descriptors: LEXICOLOGY; GERMANIC LANGUAGES: VOCABULARY;

DICTIONARY
Identifiers: Swedith lexiCal data base:

75008184 v3n1
Techni0U, for parsing ambiguous languages
Koster. C.H.
4th Annual Meeting of Society for Informatics 8744204

Berlin, Ger (FR) 9-12 Oct 74
Society for Informatics
Papers (Eng or Ger) in -Lecture Notes in Computer Sclence...

end 1974; approx, DM40: inquire: Springer VerlaL 175 Fifth

Ave., NOW YOnli
Descriptora! LANGUAGE__ _

SECTION HEADING: GENERAL- ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
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7828995. 78-3-003428
Dependency Grammar as Syntactic Model In Several Procedurea

If_Automatic_Sentencei
Analysis

KUnza; Jurgen
Linguistics : An InterdiSdiolinary

Journal of_ the _Language

SCiencet. Cambridge C82 3E8. England;
195(1977) :49-62

00c Type: Journal article

Descriptors: linguistics - linguistics, theoretical

linguistics, desdriptive g - syntax;_ _linguistics

linguistics, ___general - linguistics, computational

mischanolinguistics - Automated AnelYais

Oeidriptor Codes: 0303050004: 0302020003

43712950_ DOC YEAR: 1969 VOL NO: 43-ABSTRACT NO: 12950

FINOSIT: A_computer
program fOr finguage research.

Pylyshyn, Zenon W.
UWestern Ontario, LOndon. Canada

Behavioral Science 1969, 14(3), 248-251.

7600433 7600133
CDCOA:_A_Wordcount and Concordance Generator

Elerry-ROgghe, G. L. AL- _

Instit deutSchespr 12 Freidrich-Karlstr
6800 MannhWim 1,

Federal Republic of .Germany

_Association
for_Litarary and Linguistic Computing Bulletin-

1973; 1. 2. Sum, 29-33. COOEN: 1111c-b

53-08536 00C_YEAR: 1975 VOL NO:_53 ABSTRACT NO: 08536

COCOA: A FORTRAN program for_concordance and word-coUnt

processing of natural language texts.

Corcoran, Paul E.

U Adelatde._5outh AUstralia

BehaViOr Research Methods 8 Instrumentation
1974 Nov Vol

6(6) 566

7405529 7405529
COCOA: word count and_ concordance generator

BOOK AUTHOR: Berry-ROggh0; G. L. M.. TS Crawford. T. Cl;

Gamberini Spartaco
U Coll Cardiff CFI XL Wales United Kingdom_
LanCUage and Style- 1974, 7, .2, Spr. 146-148. COOEN:

1gns-a
Series: REVIEW

7615335 78-37000551
Observations on Context Free Parsing
Shell. B. A;
Statistical MdithOds in Linguistics. Stockholiii, 1976,

71108
Ooc Type:_fournal article
OeScriptors:-____linguistics - linguistics;_ general

lingUiStiCS, coMputational - mathematical models
OescriOtdr Codes: 0302020001

7827990 78- 3- 000651
A_ Partial-Parsing Algorithm for Natural Language Text Using

a Simple Grammar for Arguments
Sallis, Philip J.

__Association for Literary and Linguistic Computing Bulletin,

PLACE UNKNOWN, __1978. _6:170-76
Doc Type: journal article
DescriptOOS: linguistics general

linguistics, computationalmschanolinguistics
Oescriptor Codes: 0U02020003

7600434 7600434
Publishing Computer Output of Processied Natural Language

Texts-I
Last. R. W, _
German U of Hull, England
Association for Literary-ear ., iinduistic_Computing Bulletin-

1973, 1, 3, Michaelmas. 5-7 .N: allc-b

6,3
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7600440 7600448
PASP: _Some Views on Au4xmated Syntactical Parsing of Largo

Language--Corpuses
&Jest: M.
Rijksuniversiteit. Utrecht The Netherlands__
ITL. Review of Applied LingUistide- 1974. 23; 23-38.

CODEN: itlg-a
__Institute of Applied Linguistics. Blijde Inkomststr. 21.

3000 Louvain; _Belgium
Section Heading Codes: 065 _

A discussion of some system analysis problema. The
prOblems, never matheMetitally defined COnCern_the syntactic
parsing of large language corpora not artifiCially restricted
IPASP). Already developed strategies for PASP are discussed.
6- amore COMPlete strategy is proposed. Major characteristics
Of this_strategy_are: (i): the ad hoc character of some parts
of it: (2) use of a linear string grammar; (3) definition of

probability rules: (4) translation_of probability_rulesinto a
priori rules for string grimier: _(5) context sensitivity; 6

(6) flexibility of the system. HA
__Descriptors: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE

LINGUISTICS: THEORETICAL LINGUISTICS: SYNTAX; GRAMMATICAL
ANALYSIS; OATA_PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL: MATHEMATICS: CONTEXT
SENSITIVE GRAMMAR: TRANSFORMATION_RULES

Identifiers: automated syntactical parsing_ in system
analysis of PASP: linear string grimmer. context sensitivity,
probability rules;

48-11199 DOC YEAR 1973 VOL NO: 49 ABSTRACT NO 11199

Models for automatic translations.
Vauquois. Bernard
National center for Scientific Research. Paris. France

Mathematiques et Sciences Humaines 1971 Sum Vol. 9(34)

61-70
LANGUAGE: Fren CLASSIFICATION: if

Discusses the steps necessary to arrive at a model which can

be implemented on a computer. 3 existing mOdelS and their

characteristics are presented: (al _a -model for moophogtcal

analysis (b) a_model 1,00 syntactic analysis: and (c) a

Actually operational. for higher_level surface syntax.

SUBJECT _TERMS: LINGUISTICS. COMPUTER __APPLICAT:0.45.

MORPHOLOGY (LANGUAGE); SYNTAX: 28450. 10900. 32080._51220_

INDEX PHRASE: computer_ implementatiOn, morpholog:cml a

syntactic & higher level surface syntax analyses models

7603975 7603975
Linguistic Data Processing and ALLC Activities in Germany

Lemiers. W.
Instit CommunicatiOn Theory Res & Phonetics U Bonn. 53CP

Lieb'reuenweg 3 Federal RepUbiic of Germany
__Association for Literary and LinOUietiC Computing Bulletin-

1974.. 2; 1; 24-27. COOEN: allc-b
6 SeVenOaks Ave.; Heaton Moor. Stockport. Cheshire SKA 4AM:

England
Section ,Heading Codes: 060 _

(Peesented at the AssocietiOn for Literary__And Linguistic

Computing (ALLC) Internation Meeting; 1973.) Scientific
research in the fielo of literary -& linguistic data processing

hag been intensified in the last few years _in C;srmany:.

Specialists in text-oriented data processing have net with
specialists concerned primarily with the elaboration of new

methods of text analyaia: _Various_projaCti ere being carried
out at the universities of SaarbOUCken._Marburg; Bonn_ & at

the instit for German Language at Mannheim & Bonn. The

projects concern natural language COmmunication between-_man &
computer. syntactic analysis. machine trenalation. statistics
&_ stylistic analysis. automatic language cartography.
automatic lexiCOgrePhy. morphology. syntactical analysis, new
methods in stylistic_ii: mathematical linguistics_, new textual
editing techniques; &_computer translation._ ThivaLLC has_set
up regional branches &_ improved information _Sharing _among
different projects. The Specialist Group for medieval German
Texts haS also intensified its activities. V. Burkenroad_
,OesOrlPtors: DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL: EXPERIMENTAL

DATA HANDLING; SYNTAX; MACHINE TRANSLATION
Identifiers: linguistic data processing. Germany;
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7602861 7802881
Computer Translation with Paired Grammars
Green, T. R. G.
Sheffield U. SiO 27N England

__Behavior Research Methods and Instrumentation- 1975. 7, 6.
Nov_; 557-562. CODEN: brmi-a
The PsyCherlemiC Society: -1108 W. 34th St., Austin TX 78705
Section Heading Codes: 065
In certain types of experiments, the S controls an on-line

computer by giving commends in a simple source language --
possibly a subset of English or a high level computer
language._ The commands must then_be decoded before they can
be Obeyed; In 1 method an -ad hoc program is written for the
specific purpose. An alternative is to write a general
purpose translator to decode the source language into a more
primitive target language. A suitable translator is describel,
driven principally by "paired" context-free grammars of the
Source 8 target languages but also able to accommodate
context-sensitive rules; The_technique used could_be called
paired-grammar translation. It is based _on a context-free
phrase-structure with a top-down, left-to-right parsing
system. 8ackuS-Naur form is used for the grammar notation.
The target grammar is paired with the source grammar in such a
way that every non-terminel symbol in the source grammar is
associated with_the_same non-terminal symbol in the target
which; by definition; is its translation; The method is
simple; context-sensitivity i5 handled by special- purpose
subroutines written as needed. With the programming medium,
it is assumed that the language used has facilities for list
processing_,_ recursion, 8 representation of strings. If a
language is not available._ FORTRAN would be adequate. Using
the translator has several advantages:- It is obviously much
easier to write on ad hoc recognizer for a __very primitive
language than for a subset of English. Also, for small
languages it is very easy to write a check grammars: minor
modifications are a trivial job, 8 the finished product is
unlikely to contain hidden bugs. An example is given which
takes into consideration the problem of translating a String
of commands, some of them_conditiOnal; out of a language that
uses nested conditionals I% into a language that uses jumps to
labels. Modified HA
Descriptors: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS; MACHINE TRANSLATION;

CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR; CONTEXT SENSITIVE GRAMMAR
Identifiers: computer translation with paired grammars;

context-free phrase structure. Backus-Naur form notation;

7704196 7704196
The_Use of the Computer in Linguistic suid Literary Research

Pester; A: R.
The Polytechnic. Wolverhampton England
Association fat Literary_and Linguistic CImputing

1976, 4. 3, 245-250. CODEN:

7930714 79-3-000654
Knowledge- Based Parsing

Gershman, Anatole Vitali
Dissertation _Abstracts_ Internatieh,A, N. A US ISSN

04194209, Pt: El US ISSN 0419-4217, An Arbe Ml, 1975,
40i:_2751B
Dec Type: journal article
Descriptors: linguistics - 1ingu'3t1c3; general

linguistics, computational - mechanolinstic 4Utomated
Analysis
Descriptor Codes: 0302020003
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7704196 7704196
The Use of the Computer in Linguistic and Literary Research
Pester. A. R.
The Polytechnic_ WolverhamPton England WVI ILY
Association _for_Literary_end_Linguistic Computing Bulletin -

1976r, 4; 3: 245-250: CODEN: alle-b
6_Sevenoaks Ave.. Heaton MOor, Stockport. Cheshire SK4 4AW.

England
Section Heading Codes: 4110
Contributions to the Fourth International Symposium of_the

Association for Literary and Linguistic_ Computing (Oxford;
England 5-9 April; 1976) are reviewed; Briefly deScribed are
the salient issues of each of the 43 papers given. These
relate to current work in: authorship studies-stYlistics.
cluster analysis. concordances. software, transHiteration,
syntactic analysis, text editing_ thematic ,analysis; &
Photocomposition. The - literary bases of the .contributions
range from early Greek &_ Hebraic texts to Braille,, modern
French poetry. &_dialects of_Upper Michigan. AA
Descriptors: APPLIED LINGUISTICS; COMPUTATIONAL'LINGUISTICS:

SYNTAX; ADOLESCENT LANGUAGE; READING AIDS FOR THE BLIND;
FRENCH; POETRY; OIALECTOLOGY; STYLISTICS; STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
OF STYLE; EXPERIMENTAL DATA HANDLING; RESEARCH DESIGN AND
INSTRUMENTATION

Identifiers: computer use in lingUistic/literary research:

ED0367B3 AL002062
Applied Computational Linguistics.
Hays. David G.
Sep 69 _ 19p:: Paper delivered at the International

Conference Congress--of Applied Linguistics. Cambridge.
England. SepteMber 1969
EDR5 Price MF-S0.76 HC-51.58 PLUS POSTAGE
Much work ircomputational linguistics, e.g. the preparation

of concordances\ and text files. has dealt strictly with the
surf ac* of langu,ge. treating it as nothing more than strings
Of characters_orisnonemesThe 'classical' scheme_ developed
as a result of dieliatiSfaction with the inability of such
surface systems to deal with problems Such as ambiguity
consists of surface processing, .syntactic processing and
Semantic processingi with the object of obtaining an
expression for the content of the input text: work with

programming systems for generation of sentences with
transformational grammar 'Cs representative of this tradition.
It must be recognized. however, that the essential
Characteristic of language is its connection with information
and that language is the eernal manifestation Of the human
capacity to process symbols irisuch ways that information is
retained. This capacity shduld be the object Of linguistics:
and rules of grammar should describe those "action pattorns"
which underlie human symbol processing. Recant work in applied
computational linguistics recognizes the importance of this
conception and _ShOula therefore lead to wider cOMputer
applications; perhaps even_to real man-machine conversations
and the concomitant use Of the COMUter_aS_ an imaginative
consultant for a wide range of probleMs. (FWB)
Descriptors: Analog Computers/ *Applied Linguistics/

*Communication (Thought Transfer)/ *CoAputational Linguistics/
CoMPuter Assisted Instruction/ *Computer Programs/ Digital
Computers/ _Irformation_ Retrieval/ *lrifOrmation Storage/
Linguistics/ Machine Translation/ Surface ,Structure

Identifiert: Action Patterns
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Section 0:
automatic Informative Abstracting and Extracting. Part T. Experiments

it the Use of Syntactic Information in Autotatic Extracting and

Indexing

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co Inc Palo Alto Calif Palo Alto Research

Lab (210118)

Final rept.
AOTMOR: Earl, Lois L.
C1174L1 FLU: 58, SG, 880* 3SGRDR7315
May 73 199p*
REPT NO: LMSC-D3501C4
CONTRACT: NC0014-7 -C-0239
MONITOR: 19

ABSTRACT: Me report summarizes a 9=yeat study- of English morphology,

phonetics, syntax, and semantics, and the experiments in_automatic
indexing and extracting completed. Five main topics are discussed:

in algorithi for assigning _parts of speech from morphdlOgy; at

algorithm fot automatic syntactic analysis; an experiment in

construction of _a_ 'structure dictionary' for extracting_purposes;

experiments in using frequency and/or syntactic criteria -for indexing

and extracting purposes: development of word government tables as the

basis of a semantic component of an automated text analysis system.

DESCRIPTORS: ( *Subject indexing; Automatic), ( *Computational

linguistics,. SUbjeCt indexing), Abstracts, Data_ processing systems,
Syntax, english language, Algorithms, Semantics, Phonetics

IDENTIFIERS:- *Automatic extracting(Docutertation), *Automatic indexing

AD-762 456 N?IS Prices: PCS6.0C/M7$0.95

ED048911 LI002720
Automatic Content Analysis: _Part_I_of Scientific Recort No.

ISR-18, Information Storage and Retrieval,-.__
Cornell Univ., Ithaca. N.Y. Dept;_of Computer Science.
Oct 70_ __169P-i Part of LI 002 719
Sponsoring Agency:__National Library of AddiCine (OHEM);

Bethesda, Md;;_hiational Science Foundation. WashingtOn; D.C.

ReportNO..' ISR-18 Part _I

EoRS Price MF -$O.76 HC-58,24 PLUS POSTAGE
Four papers are included in Part One- of the eighteenth

report_ on _Salton's Magical AUtdObitid Retriever of Texts

(SMART) project. The first paper: "Content Analysis in

Ihfc0Metibh Retrieval° by_S, F. Weias presents the results of

experiments aimed at deterMining the conditions under which
content analysis improves retrieval results as well as the

degree of improvement Obtained; The _Second paper: "The

_Generality' Effect and the Retrieval Evaluation for Larger

ColleCtlOnie_by_G. Salton assesses the role Of the generality

effect in retrieval- system evaluation and WV's _evaluation
results for the comparisons of several document colleCtions of

distinct size and generality in the areas of documentation -and

aerOdynemics In the_third paper: "AutomatiC Indexing Using

B ibliographiC Citations"_ An-G. Salton citations are Used

directly to identify dOcument content- and an attempt is made

to evaluate their effectiveness In a _retrieval environment.

The final paper: "AutomatiC Resolution of Ambiguities from

Natural Language __Text' by S. F. Weiss discusses the

e volUtionery process_ by_ which ambiguities are createid_and

classifiat ambiguities into_threst classes: true. contextual

and syntactic. (For the entire_SMART_project report see LI 002.
719, for parts 2-S see LI 002 721 through LI 002 724.) (NM)

t_Doscriptors:.*AutomatiC indexing/ Automation/ Bibliographic

Citations/ Content Analysis/ EliliCtrOnic Data Processing/

Evalustiont Indexing/ Information Retrieval/ Loxio0IODY/

PrOgreMing .Languages/ Relevance (InformatiOn Retrieval)/

Vocabulary
Identifiers: Automatic Content_Analysis/ On Line RetrieVal

SviiteMs/ Saltons Magical AUtomatio Retriever of Texts/ SMART



EDOS42151 TM0032119
On the Uses of the Computer for Content Analy015 In

Educational Research:
diek 1,4:: Ana Others

Feb 73 21P:: Revised version of PePer _Presented at

national conference of. ASSOciation for Computing Machinery
(San Francisco. August 1969). --

EMS Price MF-$0.76 MC-$1.58 PLUS POSTAGE
__Current_efforts to take advantage of the special virtues Of

the computer as_an aid in text analysis are_described. Verbal

constructs, Category construction, and_contingency_ analysis
are 'discussed' and illuStrsted: _Mechanical _techniques for
reducing human labor when studying largo quantities of _verbal
data have been sought at an increasing rate by researchers in
the behavioral sciences. Whatever the purpose of researdri, if

it is to have a _scientific character. ti must involve an
attempt tO riduCe natural language d *-ai_ by formal rules, to

measures refleCting theOrettcally relevant properties_of the
text, its source. or in aUdierici effects, At the _present
time_ there is no one theory or method dominating the field of,
natural language analysis. Although much work is currently
being expended to- implement a finite set of rules on the
computor; little has been accomplished that is directly useful
to Oita/At-emirs in_ttle social sciences. (Author/CK)
Descriptors: Auciovisual Aids/ Classification/ oComputer

Programs/ Content AnalyS1S/ Educational_ Research/

Measurement Instruments/ Storing/ Social Sciencea/
Structural Analysis/ Technical Reports

Autclatic IA-ening: A State-of-the-Arm ReFort

National Bureau of Standards, Washington, L.C. Ctntgr for Compute:

Sciences and 74ohnology.*NationaI Science Founttion, Washington, C.C.

___(4CO 136d)
AUTE0S: Sttvens, Mary EIzateth____
'r2653G4 Fli: 5E, 88A, i617 GRAI771,5

Feb 7J 29EF
sect No: NES-mono-91

Si:Onsored in part by National Science Foundation, Washington, J.C.

:evition_ of report dated 20 Mar 65. Litrarycf Congress catalog card

ac..

Section 6

.!istraot: .A stmte-cf-tht=art_survey of autozatic ind.e)ing systems and

4xperiments has teen cOnducted by the. Research. Infortaticn Cents: and

:lijice on Information Frocessingo, Information Iechnolo7y

Livision. Institute lfor Applied Techroogy,_ National Bureau o

4=ariar!S; COnsideration is_firSt given_tc__:.nderts ty o:

ta ail of 2;achinesi_incldding citation indexesi Autotatic derivative

:idsring .s exemplified ty key-urtd-in-cone xt iii IC) and other

acz11-!!:n-nontex: teChnigues._ Advantages, dzsadvantages, and

modificatt-.on and_ improt;§ment are discussaai

ExperiintS in autommtic assignment indexing are sumnarizgd, 3elated

nateA:ca effnrts in :-;uch areas as actomatio classification and

categorization, computer us Of thesauri statistical asSoCiaticn

techniques, and lingu:1-eiC data Froces*ing are described. _A -major

question is that Of evIluatio'n, panticul!,rly in4itts Of evidence of,

human inter-inieker inoonslstency. It concluled,ttat indexes tasen

ca iorls extracted: from "ext ans practical for many purposes today,

and thnt automatlo assignment indexing and classification experimente

Abbi premise for future progretS.

resoriptors: - *Automatic indexing, Indexts(Zocurentation),

C_

_
omiutational_ lingdiEtics, Kachine tranelationo Sutject index terms,

Ihisauni,

Identifiers NTI3COMNES, 69
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7703418 7703418 _

The Computer in Literary and Linguistic Research: Papers

from a Cambridge Symposium
BOOK AUTHOR: Wisbey. R. A.

Colby: Benjamin
U California Irvine95664
AmeriCan Anthropologist- 1974. 76. 2, Jun. 447. COOEN:

amat-a
Series: REVIEW

Stulies and Eesign__Specificaticns for Computer:.Zed Measurement of
Textual Ccopreherlibility

Applied Fsychclogical Services Inc Wayne (03180C)

Final rapt: Mar 75-Jun 76
AUTHCF: Siegel, Arthur I.; Williams, Allan R.; Iapirsky, Walter J.;
Warms, :cm A.; Wc1f, J. Jay
7,3:11114 Eli: 5G, 9E, 5J, 92B, 92C GFAI7719
cot 76 255p
Contract: F416C9-75-C-C137
Frc-ect: 1121
Tasi: C4
Mcnitcr: AFEIRL-TE-76=77

AbstrAct: A previcus_rapert (AC-A001 537) defined_a series of 14 tcvel

tattdres fcr_determining the comprehensibility of stgliSh text on tha

tasis of current psycnoIinguistic and Strildtdre=Cf-Irtellect criented
__concepts. That_ report not cnly suggested the_pctential usefulness cf

the measures, but also ObrjeCtili-edthe feasibility ct autczatig-t-he
calculaticn of these Measu res; The present repc:t takes_the next
logical steps in implementirg these measures for computer application.

Firs_, these measures are analytically defined and daSCrihed. Tnet,

Salirtei measures arc' subjected to slabcratCrl,_ experimental
investigation using Air_ Force_ Manuals, 'Career revalcpmant Course
materials, ani USAF TechniCal Orders as satplt t?.Jtta Fesults cf tbass
experiments, are ,presetted. At autcmatic calculaticr metncd.is_tnen
3eveIcpa3 fc: each cf tha 13 selected measures. The structurs-ft-t,;
prcOrazaing spacifiCaticns is modular and is intncij_A---tdcalcUlata th2
teattras for vaziarIe size tIccks cf teams. FICV Charts andsummary
iescripticns of the program attritUtet are_alSO presented, togethe.:

with expIanaticns of_run reOdeSb tyttax; sample measures calcuIaticns,
and Output fcrmats. reperr.ther censtitutegrA ccEpIetp.definiticn
of the program suitable fez fUture irplementaticd cn an automatic Jape

,

prccessing'system.

E4ACriptCrs: *PsychoIinguistics *Feadingt
-4,TnfOrmaticn processing, CcapUter programming; ,Computaticnal
linguistics, Englisb langdage, InStructicr. manuals, Ccurses(Educaticn)

Text processing, Comprehensicn, reasureient, S)rtax, Semantics,
Assesstent,' CCmputar prcgraes, ?Icy charting

Identifiers: *Comprehensibility, Ccgnitictt Structure
thecryi NTISECEXA.

A0-A341 2E5/8ST HT:S Prices:-PCA12/PF SC1
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E0036159# _LE00,909
Machine-Aided Indexing. Technical Progress Report fOr Period

January 1967-JUni 1964.
Klingbiel PIAUI H.
Defense_DocumentatiOn _Center for Scientific and Technical

Information, Alexandria. Va.

Jun 69 280-
Report No,:_ DOC-TR-69-1
Available from:_ Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific

Technical Infermstion;
Springfield. Va. 22151 (AD-696,2M MF

S;55_1-1C $3.00)
Document Not Availible_from MRS.
Marking toward the goal of an _automatic indexing_ system

which is truly competitive with human indexing in cost; time

and comeirehensiveness the Machiria-Aieed,Index*ng
(MAI)_proceSS

was developed at the Defense DocuMentatlon tenter (DDC) This

indexing process uses linguistic techniques - _but does not

require_ complete syntactic _analysis Of sentences _by the

computer The individual words are._read into the coMputer
and

are either held for further consideratto-n or -eliminated.

Lexical items- _(comma. periods and__Sesciml wkiweels) are

recognized. The output is a list of can(lidate_inJax terms and

a screened eiception list of 1.4:i*MS snd_rses fomJhuman

review. Eventually the list ef camdida-Z.% terms Sri l i_eriter an

Integrated _Language Data Elase__whio1'. is Capable of posting

terms directly to the data base,_L sArItching _synonyms _to

postsble 'terms or listing unrscognio.0 terms for_technical

COnsiderStiOn.
The step-by-ste0 inder,-zt procedure follows an

overview of the entire process. (NH)

Descriptors: *Automation/_ Compuflim
Programs /- Electronic

Data Processing/ Indexing/ *Inlormatio Retrieval/ Program

DeSign/ Program Development
Identifiers: Machine Aided Indexing/ MAI

A

DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL THEORY; RELEvANCT, AND THE METHODOLOGY OF

EVALUATION. .REPORT NO. 3. MICROCATEGORIZATION FOR TEXT-PROCESSING

Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa. Center for the Information Sciences.

077 370)
AUTHOR.: Reed, David H., Hinman, Donald
0585H2 FLD: 5B, 98, 5G USGRDR4120

7 Jul-66
GRANT: NST-GN-451
MONITOR: le
See also PB-17 970.

ABSTRACT: A pdtational approach to syntactic analySis_is developed

to _meet the wands of the specific automatic indexing scheme

described in P Is 170 969_ and 170 970. A prOgrammed analyzer is

presented Which employs a limited dictionary look-up procedure and a

cotte entitiv computational gramemr;___The dictioiary contains less
xt-s

than- three hundred:functor_Word
and_sliffix_entries; The heuristically

delte oped grammar it written in LECOM, a_programming language similar

to OMIT; __The analyzer assigns categories to all words in an input

text and identifies nominal, prepositional and infinitive phrases.

Relative_ pronouns and the_prOnoun lit' are replaced by antecedents.

It is -shown that this computational approach to syntactic an4lysis is

economically feasible for automatic indexing systems iihic require

minimal syntaCtic analysis and can_to2erate minor. errors, Tht economy

of, the system retults'from its litited dictionary, relatively small

number of compdtationai rules and restriction to technical English.

4Adthor):

DESCRIPTORS: (*Info:nation retrieval, Subject indexingt-, (

*Computational linguitticsi__ Information retrieval), Linguistics,

Programming languages, Programming(Coaputers), Documentation

IDENTIFIERS: iECOM

^.414 TOCMT ii1=4-nalm! PCS6;00 M1$0;50
7i
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E00279151, L1002736
Semantic ToOls in Information Retrieval.
Rubinoff, Morrie: Stone. Don C.

Pennsylvania Univ.. Philadelphia. Moore School of Electrical

Engineering.
May 67 21P.-
SpOPISOring_Agency: MirForce Offide Of Scientific Research.

Wilshingtdri._D:C.:_ArmyResearch Office. Durham: N.C.

Contract NO.! AF -49 -638 -1421
-Available from: Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific_ and

Technical Informatior, Springfield. Virginia -22151 (AD 660

067; MF-60.65,_ MC-63.00). 'I'm

Document NtO_Availabla from 'DRS.
This report discusses the problem of the Meansings of words

\used in information rotrieval_systems, and shawl -how semantic

tools can aid in the communication which takes Wade between
indexers_ and search/1mM via_index terms. After treating the

differing use of semantic tools in different typies_of systeMS;

two tools_(Classification tabled and semantic expansions) are

investigated _in:_some detail. 'Finally: experiments now in

progress are describediwhich- involve statistical techniques

for semi-automatic generation _of a vocabulary and a set of

classification tables for an area of specialization. Thes

techniques enable the construction or updating of semantic

aids_with_far less intellectUal effort than now required, but

still retain m_- consensus of expert- -opinion through the

litoratUre produced by experts. (Author/US)

Descriptors: Automation/ Classification/ Computers/

Concordances/ Correlation/_ IndOkirlq/ Information Retrieval/

Information Systems/ Semantics/ Sentences/ Thesauri/

Vocabulary/ Word Lists

Section 6

!valuation cf Automated_ Fatural _Language Frocessirg it the Further
:evelopment cf Science Information Retrieval

YC:k Uriv., N;Y; Strirg ProjeCt;*National Science

Fourlatitn, wasningtori I.E. tiv; cf Scierce Information;

Final rept. 1 Aug 73-31 Jet 76
AUTH:B: Sager, Naomi
B279212 Fld: 5G, 5E, 92D, SBA

-'341-76 113p
Sept voi String Program-1C
Grart: NSF -GN-33879
3cnitor: 13.

GPPT7716

Atstract: The report describes -advances in computerized natural

language processing (NLE) and relates thei to- present and potential

functions of information systems; Section 1 summarizes developments .n

the information field which have ltd_tc arenewed interest in_VIE0 and

sketchet how NLP programs could te_used to proyide new Information

services operating cn natural language data bases. It describes the

basis for such EL-CijtaidS it the inherent relation temieen information

and language_ structure; Section 2 describes tha_Stages cf processing

waich take largly unrestricted natural_ language liput of the type

encountered in scientific communications into data strtotures suitable

for advanced _types of inforiatiOt processing; Section 3 de-Scribes a

newly_devaIcped clustering program for generating informationaIly

Significant cord classes from documents in particular subject areas;

sactimm 4 presents sOit examples_ and _suggesticant as to how NLE

techniguas currently _available or under deVelOpment could to applied

in irformatiOn Systems; Section 5 suggests_ detections for further

restarch_in NI.? as a foundation for netural-language-based information

syStatt in the future;
-,---

Descriptors: *Computational linguistics, win2ormatidn __retrieval,

Semantics, Syntax,_ Automatic language procetaing; tata processing,

Technical writing, Transformational grammars, Clustarirg

Natural langpa.ge, NTISNSFSIS
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7604366 7604366
Carlyle and the Machine: Quantitative Analysis of Syntax

in Prose Style
Dolman. Robert L.
U-South _Csrolins:. Columbia 29208

__Association for Literary and Linguistic Computing Elullet.in-
1975. 3; 2; Sum. 100-114. CODEN. iliC-b
6 Sevenoaks Ave.. Heaton Moor. Stockport. Cheshire 5K4 4AW.

England
Section Heading Codei: 080
An analysis of -a large selection_of Carlyle's prose was done

by means of _linguistic quantitative method_ of syntactic
analysis a remputerized parsing procedure. The study had 2
objectives' co identify stylistically significant elements of

syntax & to determine the profitability of
large-sualt '.:utomatic syntactic analysis in describing Prose
style. ir, initial syntactic__analysis was performed_by_a
Comr!-'.:;,ved_parsing_routine developed DV 13 Clarke &
E masses of quantitative information about syntactic
features wfs analyzed with statistical methods of comparison
& correlation. These quantitative stylistic features were
discussed in conjunction with close critical analysis of
Specified passages. The stylistic habits known to be
peculiarly Carlyleen __Deriodicity; accumulation.
irregularity -- were all reverted by the study. A growing
tendency to omit importv.1 syn*ctic elements or to introduce
irregularities into w,arc.s-a 0' syntax was noted in the
chronological development of rt1s 6irlyle stretched the
capacities of Engish syntax --, ritiits Ovv needs; This is
the_broadest-based study of it* -rtb_so far attempted. & the
stylistic features aiscovorea apply more generally than
earlier impressionistic studies based on smaller more
carefully selected passages. S. Karganovic

Descriptors: YLISTICS; STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF STYLE;
SYNTAX; LITERARY GENRES -DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL _

Identirlers; _quantitative computer analysis of syntax in
prose style: Carlyle!

COMPUTZR OUTPUT'; FOR SENTENCE DECOMPOSITION OF SCIENTIFIC _TEXTS

New York Univ., N. Y. Linguistic String Project.
AUTHOR: Bookchin, Beatrice
5321C1 FLD: SG, 98 USGRDR69O1

Mar 68 410p
REPT NO: String Program-3
GRANT: NSF-GN-659
See also P8-178 391.

ABSTRACT: This volume is the third in a series of detailed reports on
a_working computer program for string decomposition of sentences;
Thit *Oldie contains outputs obtained by the program for five short
scientific texts. Each successive sentence of the text to be analyzed
is entered into the computer without pre-editing. The program looks
np each word of the sentence in a grammatical dictionary which gives
for each word all its grammatical classifications- without reference -to
the way the word is used in the given article. The program then
-decomposes each- sentence itto_a_vory short_elementary_sentence which
is the grammatical center of the original, plus various strings of
words: each string has a fixed grammatical structure, and adjoins the
elementary sentence or one of its adjoined strings. (Author).

DESCRIPTORS: (*Computational_ linguistics, Programming(Computert)),
Dictionaries, Reports, analysis, EngliSh language, Grammars

IDENTIFIEES:
analysis

PB-180 948

Strings(Linguistica), Parsing, Sentences, Computer

CFSTI Prices: PCS6.00 NIPS0495 7r



ED05111430 L1002903
_ Annual Report: Automatic Informative Abstracting and
EXtracting. _-
Earl. L. L;t And Others
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.. Palo Alto. Calif.
Mar 71 144p.
Sponsoring Agency: Office of Naval Research.

O.C.
RepOrt NO::_M-21-71-1
Available frOsii_ _National_ Technical Information_Service,

Springfield. Va. 22151 (AD-721 066; MF $ ;95; HC 53.00)
Document JAot Availeble,from EDRS. .

The development of automatic indexing. abstracting, and
extracting_ systems is inveitigated. Part I describes the
development OIL_ tools for making-syntactic_ and semantic

distinctiOna of potential use__in_ automatic indexing and
extracting. One of theta t001S_is a -- program for syntactic
analysis (i.e.. parsing) of EngliSh; thO_Other_is a dictionary
Of English word government patterns. Part II reports on the
research program in describing and abstracting pictorial
structures: This work is concerned wlth whether it is posSible
to coeistpuct a symbolic representation of _a gray level picture
which can prOVide ,essentially the same information as_the
Picture itself. Based on a series Of experiments_using _human
subjects describing aerial terrain phOt0OrBPh5; it was
Possible to make certain observations concerning deduCtiVe and
metadescriptive aspects of _description, 1.0.. the "set."

contextual knowledge; and certainty of the subject.

(Author/NH)
Descriptors: "Abstracts/ "Automatic Indexing/ "Automation/

Documentation/ Experimental Programs/ "Information Processing/
Infrrmation Systems/ Linguittics/ Syntax
IUenticiers: "Automatic Abstracting

WasAingtom.

Development of Language Analysis Procedures 'With

Automatic Indexing

Ohio State Oni*" ColtinbUs;_ Computer and Information
C4kCter-;77-1407-506r
AUTHOR: Young, Carol 2lizabeth
C2321I2 . 5G, 88A* USG3D37406
Apr 73 310p*
REPT NO: OSET-CISPC-!TE-73-2
GRANT: NSF-GN-534.1
NONZToR: 18

Section 6

Application to

Science ?esearch

ABSTRACT: The paper presents (1) a theoretical framework within which
relationships among words are defined_and_(2) algorithms which have
been developed to identify these relationships;_The algorithms which

have been developed_effect_foUr processes:. the t.ssignment of each wo:d

to a grammatical class, the- identification cf phrases and of cIausesi
and the assignment of_case_grammar rolesi'These_linguistic analysis
proCedurms are be used to construct graphical_represent tions of
sentences; The grtps are proposed as the basis of a generalized
indexing system. Vortons of this document are not fully legible;

DESCRIPTORS: *AUtOsitic _indexing, *Phrase structure grammars,

*ComputatiOnal linguistics, *Syntax, Words(Laguage), 5emantics,

SdheeitiC diagrams 2nglish language

IDENTIFIERS: tursis

PS -227 C88/2 NTIS Prices: PCS7;25/3FS1.45



0110048 _IR002327
An Analysis of Methods for Preparing a Large Natural

Lanpuage Data Saga
Pcrch. Ann
Southwest Regional Laboratory -for Educational Research and

Development. Los Alamitos. Calif:
46_Fab 71 29p.
Report No,: SWRL-TM-5-71-02
EDRS Price MF.7$0.76 HC-$1.95 PLUS POSTAGE
RelatiVe cost and effectiveness of techniques for preparing

a computer compatible data base consisting of_ approximately

one million words of natural language are_outlined_ Consldered

are dollar cost. ease of editing _and time oonsumption.

Facility for insertion of identifying information _within the

text. ei.sd updating of a text bymerging with ancithir_text_are

given special attention. It is concluded that Magnetic Tape

Selectric Typewriter (MIST) and 7elterm2 (a cathode ray rube

termindl) are two highly effective methods of text

preparation. The decision Of_'which to_uSe on a particular

project would depend on available funds_ and _possible

Peripheral uses for the equipment. Criteria for making such a

decision are discussed. (author)
Descriptors: Computers/ *Cost Effectiveness/ Data Bases/

Data Processing/ Electronic Data Processing/ *Equipment/

*Information Processing/ Information__ Storage! -Input Output

Devices!- Man Machine Systems/ Office Machines/ On Line Systems

/ Optical Scanners/ Typewriting
Identifiers: Administrative Terminal System/ ATS/ Cathode

Ray Tube Terminals/ CRT/ _Dataplex/ Flexowriter/ KeyOUnches/

Magnetic Tape Selisetric Typewriter/ MIST/ Optical CharaCter

Scanning/ Telefypes

ED145629 IR005243 _ _

Evaluation of Automated Natural
Language_Processing in the

Further Development of Science Information Retrieval. String

Program Reports No. 10.

Sager. Naomi
New York univ.. hl:Y Linguistic String Project;

Jul 76 118P.
rbOnsoring Agency: Naticinal Science Foundation. Washington;

D.C. Div: of Science InformatiOn
Grant NO GN39875
EDRS Price'MF-S0.83 HC!S6411 Plus Pottage;

This investigation matches_ the emerging techniques

computerized natural language processing against emerging

needs for such techniqUeS in -the information field to evaluate

and extend such techniques for future _ applications and to

establiSh _a basis and direction for further_research toward

these goals: -- An overview describes developments in the

information field which_ have led to renewed _interest in

natural language processing._ sketches Of programs_ for

processing natural language to_ -fulfill language:based

functions of information systems _; and the relationship between

information and language. The stages of processing

unrestricted natural langUage _input of scientific

communication into data structures suitable for information

Processing7-Parsing, structural_ transformations of pars*
outputs._andlarriving at an underlying semantically meaningful
apresentation7-are_ outlined. The report_ also describes
research related to the computerized diScovery_of semantic
.structures in Selene* SUbfields: this research_ is_ concerned
with the problem of structuring a data base which is given in
natural language. Examples and auggeitione for the application
of techniques currently available or under development to

information- problems. and suggestions for further research in
the language area of information science are presented.
(AUther/KP)
DescriptOrs: Artificial _Intelli gence/_ *Automatic Indexing/

*Computational Linguistics/ Evaluation/ Information Processing
/___*Information Retrieval/ IhfOrMatiOn Systems/ Language
Classification/ Man Machine Systems/ *ScienCe MaterialS/
Semantics
Identifiers: Natural Language Processing 75
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Research on Synonymy and Antonymy: A Model and Its Representation

Maryland Univ College Park Computer Science Center (403018)

Technical rept.
AUTHOR: ?Amundson, H. P., Epstein, M. N.
14631L2 FLD: 5G, 563 USGRDR7215
Mar 72 25p
REPT_NOI TR-185
CONTRACT: N00014=67=A-0239 0004
PROJECT: NR-049-261

ABSTRACT: The paper describes a modified and extended version of an
axion system that constitutes s mathematical model of synonymy and
antonymy. It also outlines the data structures used in the computer
representation of the model. The intent of this re search is to refine
an axiomatic model previously proposed to better reflect the lat,nt
structure of sytonys dictionaries and to itfluence their _future
compilation. Particular attention is given to providing a convenient
computer repreSentation for testing the current set of 13 axioss The
computer-based system provides an automated determination and
verification of existing relations among dictionary_ entries and
generates new relations _among words to be included insuch
dictionary' as well as proiiding_a measure of the binding power among,
related groups of words. (Author)

DESCRTPTORS: (*Semantics, Mathematical models) , (*Computational
linguistics, Semantics), Dictionaries, Data processing systems

IDENTIFIERS: Synonymy, Antonysy

-AD-743 892. NTIS Prices: PCS3.00/BP50.95

PART -OF- SPEECH IMPLICATIONS Of AFFIXES

Lockheed-Missiles and Space co Palo Alto Calif (210110)
AUTHOR: Earl, Lois L.
3295L4 FLD: 5G USGRDR6711

4 Feb 66 7p
MONITOR: 18
Research supported in part by ONR.
Availability: Published in Mechanical Translation and Computational
Linguistics v9 n2 p38-43 Jun 1966.

ABSTRACT: The paper describes a_systematic investigation .of the extent
to which the part of speech of words can be identified from their
prefixes and suffixes. The results indicate that it is possible to
doteraine; with 95 per cent accuracy, the inclusive part of speech of
an affixed word _froa a, consideration of its prefixes, suffixes, and
length. By 'inclusive' _parts of speech we mean a_string that will
include all of the parts of speech assigned by both dictionaries
considered but that may include one,,,or two extraneous parts of speech.
The extra parts of speech will differ a6cording to the class of words;
as adjectives may have an extra part-of-speech 'noun' or 'adverb,'
While nouns_ may __have an _extra part-of-speech. 'verb.' The
part-of-speech _implications of__ seventy-two prefixes and of
eighty7seven suffixes are given, (Author)

DESCRIPTORS:' (*English language, Computational linguistics), Grammars,
Classification, Algorithms
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String Transformations in tile Request System

Plith; Warren J.
IBM Research_ Div, Yorktown Heights NY_I0438 _

the Finite String..._ 1974_11, 2..9. CODEN: fats -a

Center for Applied Linguistics, 1611 N. Kent St:, _ Arlington

VA 22209 (PubliStidd as part_ of the American Journal __ of

Computational Linguistics as of The Finite String. 1974. Vol;

11, No. 1)
Section Heading_Codes: 062
The Request System is an experimental natural language query

system based on a large transformational grammar of English.

In the original implementation of the system, the process of

computing the underlying Ltructures of input queries involved

a sequence of 3 steps: (1) preprocessing-(including dictionary

100kUO): (2) surface phrase structure _parsing; & (3)

transformational parsing. This scheme has since been modified

to permit transformationel_operations not Only on the full

trees available after completion ofsurface Pei-Sing; but also

on the strings of lexical_trees_which_aro the output of the

preprocessing phase. Transformational_rules of thit latter

t.yosi, which are invoked prior to Surfacie_pOrSing,_are known as

string transformations. , Since they must i.e- defined in the

absence of such structural markers as the location_of_clause

boundaries. string-- transformations are by necessity relatively

local in scope. DS-Spite this inherent limitation, they have

so far proven to be an ixtremely_useful & surprisingly

versatile addition to the Request SYsteM-___ _Appl i cat ions to

date have inluded homograph resOlutioni _analysis of

classifier COnStructions,
idibmhendling, & the suppression_ of

large numbers of unwanted surfaceparSeS. While by no means _a

panacea for transforMatiOnal _parsing, the use of string

transformations _in Request_ has permitted relatively rapid &

painless extension of the English _subset in_ a number of

important areas _without corresponding adverse impact on the

size of the lexicon:-the complexity of the surface grammar. &

the_number of surface. arSe$ produced. HA

Descriptors: TRANSFDRMATIDNAL AND GENERATIVE__GRAMMAR;

ENGLISH: EXPERIMENTAL DATA HANDLING: DEEP STRUCTURE__AND-

SURFACE_ :STRUCTURE: TRANSFORMATION RULES: THEORETICAL

LINGUISTICS
/deritifiers: string transformatiOn in the Request System;

English;

User's Guide to the SOLAR KWIC Pile

System Development- Corp Santa Monica Calif*: jvancad Research Projects
Alfmcy, Arlington, Va (339900) -

Special technical_rePt.
AUTHOR: Diller, Timothy c., Reath, Frank
C4973A4 PLD: 5G, 58, 92D DSGRDP7517
JO may_75 23p
8:7n NO: TM-5292/008/00
CONTRACT: DARC15-73-C-0080, ARPA Order-2254
MCNITOR: 18

ABSTRACT: The dOcument_cOntains a general_ explanation cf the KWIC file
Of SOLAR (a Semantically-Oriented Lexical_Archive);Tt is intended as
an introduction and reference manual for the on-line user, the casual
reader, or the data collector:

DESCRIPTORS: *Semantics, *WOrds(Language), Speech recognition; English
language, InfOrMation retrieval, Data processing, Indexes,
Computational linguistics, Natural language, manuals

IDENTIFIERS: KWIC indexes, SOLAR(Semantically Oriented Lexical
Archive), Semantically oriented lexical archive, NTISDODA

AD7A011 179/1ST NTIS PriceS: PCS3.25/MPS2;25 78
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Tho_ennual meeting of the ACL
Moyne a; A.
Queen Coll City U New York NY_10021
Computers and the Humanities- 1973; 7 (6), 413-415. CODEN:

cohu-a
Oueons College Press. Flushing NY 11367:
Section Heading COdes: 060
An outline report of the eleventh annual meeting of the

Association for Computational Linguistics held August 1 and
2, 1973 at the University of Michigan 1n Ann Arbor. Research
on Speech recognition and understanding continues_ to -be _ -a

topic of major interest in computational linguistics (CL)-
around the country. Most of.the speech projects are supported
by ARPA and are intended to complement each Other and run on

the ARPA network. The traditional approach to speech
recognition in the _past was to ^aly on engineering
developments and filtering devices the segmentation of
phonetic elements. The trend is tou..0 more reliance on
linguistic analysis and 'understanding" of an utterance,_

Papers- were presented which concern automatic parsing of

Chinese; an automatic retrieval system with natural language
communiCation, and a language developed for communication with
computer by nonhuman primates. The four papers in the_syntax
session dealt with a computer model of Panfni's grammar;
semantic-directed translation of context-free langUageS; the
testing of a grammar of English with no cycle, and a model of
a 'performance" grammar of English. The four papers in the
lexical studies session were concerned with morphological.
syntactic, and semantic ahalyses in lexicography and

construction of dictionnries. One paper in this session
reported the use of lexiceStatistical devices for arriving at

relationships among Indo-European languages.. AA

Descriptors: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS: EXPERIMENTAL DATA
HANDLING; DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL_

/Oentifiers computational linguistics: Conference report:
annual meeting of Association for Computational Linguistics:

The MTND System: A Data Structure for Semantic Information Processing

Rand Corp Santa Monica Calif (296600)
AUTHOR: Shapiro, Stuart Charles
A3314L3 ?JD: 5G, 53, 9B, 56J, BBB, 628, 70C 0SGEDR7202

Aug 71 172p*
REPT NO: R-837-PR
CONTEACT: F44620-67-C-0045

ABSTRACT: A, description is given Of the data structure used in the

semantic file of the RIND- system (Management of Information through
Natural Discourse)o_ande the procedures for manipulating infortatiOn

stored in- -the_ _file..:' The MIND system consists of nested and chained

modules of highlevel programming language statements; _it is

relatively easy:to modify, either for improvement Or7for adaptation to

specialized applications. The major _feattret_Of the data structure

are: It is a net whose nodes_repreSent conceptual entities and whose

edges represent relationt that hold between entities; Some nodes

the net are variables, -_and are used in constructing general statements
and deduction_ rules; Each conceptual entity-is represented by exactly

one node in the -net from which all information concerting_that entity

is retrievable; _Nodes can be identified. and retrieved either by name

or by a sufficient description of theit_d-ohneetiOns with 'other nodes.

The use of the system to exPeriient with various semantic theories is

demonstrated by examining several questions of current linguistic

theory. (Author)

DES;CP.IPTORS: (*Semantics, *Data processing Systems), f*Information

retrieval, Command control systems), Programming(Computers),
CoMputational linguistics, Management planning

IDENTIFIERS: MIND(Managekent-of Information through Natural Discourse)

i_, Management of information through natural diScourse, Ree ttal
language, Management information systems

AD=733 560 NTZB Prices: PCS3.00 MF$0.95. 79
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Automatic syntactit arleiysis
BOOK AUTHOR: Foster, J. M.
Wood. Derick
Applied Mathematics-McMaster U.
International Journal of Computer Mathematics- 1972, 3

(2/3). 189-191. CODEN: ijcm-a
Series: REVIEW

_ New York: American ElSevier. 1970,for the United Statet,

Gordon & Breach Science Publishers. -_440 -Park Ave.. S., NeW

York. N. Y. 10016: and for all Other countries. GorOon &

Breach Wince Publishers. 42 William IV St.; London MC2

England:
Section Heading Codes: 060 LANGUAGE: Engl.
A favorable review of a work_which is -the first in fOrMal

language theory to deal solely with_au:..astic syntactic

analysis. It is an introdUctory text. not_a work -that covers

the area of syntactic analysis exhauStively. It isiin this

light that a reader shOuld approach this bdok. It isl_lucldlY

written with many worked examples that make it a joy /to read.

Also contributing to this enjoyment-is its_ Size (a 'Mere 65

pages). which means that _it can be read at ona sitting.

Topics covered include: (1) context -free (2)

parsing: (al universal parsing method5: (4) spec 01 parsing

methods: (5) transformations on grammars: and i(6) using

grammatical analyses for compiletion. _

Descriptors: SYNTAX: DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL:

GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS
Identifiers: automatic syntactic analysis: book review:

7302244 7302244
Syntactic_analysis in R E L English

DOstert, ElOszena Henisz: ThOMpson; Fredrick Burtis

California Inst, Technology
Statistical Methods in LinguistiCS- 1972. 8. 5-38. CODEN:

Smln-a
Spra'kforlaget Swriotor; P. D. 8Ox. 104 65 StockhOlcii 15.

'Sweden:
Section Heading Codes: 060

A discussion of refinements_ of _R E L (Rapidly Extensible

Language) English.
A_description of _elements of the system

includes transformational grammar.
features. case structure.

inolusiol_ of pronouns. and parsing. The incorporatiOn'of

Fillmore's case grammar is new as 15 the inclusion of

pronoUnS.
Descriptors:

GRAMMAR
Identifiers:

language:

DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL: ENGLISH: CASE

development of R E L English: computer

SYNTACT:C ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH BY COMPUTER: I SURVEY

Caabridge, Mass.Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.,
AUTBOR: Bobrow, Daniel G.
0305G1 PLD: 5G USGRDR6602
1964 23p
Distribution: No limitation.

ABSTRACT: The review_ begins
classes among English words.
of English use a dictionary
classifications of words and

parsing operation A survey is also give

grammar which serve as a basis for syntactic

The fonts of the rules for each grammar a

syntactic structure associated with a sentenc
given; reference is made to computer prograat
and goals and present success of these programs

(060 100)

with a survey-of the determination of
Most programs doing Syntactic analysis
lookup operation_ to find possible
then _resolve. ambiguities during the

of thosi theories of
rocessifig_by_computer.
d_a description _of the
by each processor are

ich have been written,
are reviewed.

DESCRIPTORS; (*English language, Coenutaticnal
Seaafitics, State -of -the -art

Transforaational grasiatt

IDENTIPIERS: Wordt, Sentences Tree diagraas(L

p8-168 548 CFSTI Prices; PC56.00 Ers0:50

inguistics), A*SyntaX,
reviews, Grammars,

guistics)
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A syntax.dfrObted parser for recalCitrant grammars
Abrahams, Paul W:
Courant inst. MotheMatics1

Sciences.- New YOrk U.

_International JoUi.hel of Computer Mathematies- 1972.

12/3)._105 -15. CODEN: ijcm-a
for the_United States. Gordon & Elre0Ch_Science Publishers;

11410,Park Ave.. New York, N. V. _10016;____and for all other

countries. Gordon b_-Breach Science PUblishers,
42 William IV

St., London WC2 England:
Section Heading Cad's: OGO_

A _syntax-directed parsing scheme being used in a_PL/T

compiler for the CDC 6600 is discussed.__ It uses 8 highly

restricted grammar of_the class LC(1)_ for_efficiency. with an

escape notch for Ahose cases exclUded by the - grammar. Thete

cases are handled by oracles_that can make det%slors without a

full-scale syntactic analysis. The_input40 SY-NOI-PAR. the

SYNtax-DIrected PARter..Consists
of_eyntax eq6ati0ns_semantic

routinell. and token clati definitions: tneoUtput Consists of

a PARSE procedure in PL/I together with_certein tables. The

PARSE procedure_ works in
conjunction with a ;lexical icanner.

designed to allow look-ahead by oracles int uniformfashion.

The "Actual parsing process_ takes through_ the

interpretttion of a program compiled by SYNDIPAR for a parsing

Machine. The instruction set Of the parsing machine is
described., and an example of the compilation of a syntax

eQUation is given.
Descriptortv: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS: SYNTAX; DATA

PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL: GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS
Identifiers: syntax-directed parser : ;recalcitrant grammars:

7502566_ 7502566
The lexical subclasses of the Linguistic String Parser
Fitzoetrick:::_Eileen; Sager. Naomi
New VOrk U NY 10003 _

American dournel Of__Computational Linguistics- 1974, 1,

Microfiche 2. 1-70. CODEN: ajcl-d___ _
__Center for d Linguistics, 1611 N. Ment_St.._ Arlington

VA 22209 (If., Jut,, Th,e Finite String as of 1974 Vol. if, No.

1)_
SeCtiOn NeG:Ing Codas: 062
The New York UhiVer8ity Linguistic String_Parser (LSP) is

working system for the syntactic analysis of English

Scientific veitts. It consists_ of a parsing program, a

large- coverage English grammar, and a lexicon. _ The grammar's

effectiveness__in parsing texts is We in large part_to_a

sUbStaritial body of detailed well-formeciess restrictions
which eliminate most incorrect, syntactic ;Mrs.'s. which would -be

allowed by a weaker grammar; The restrictions mainly test fOr

compatible combinetibrit Of _vord subclasses. The 109

adjective, noun, and verb subelaSSes: as well as others not

presented here, are defined in such a way that they can be

used as a_guide for classifyingnew entries to the_LSP lexicon

and as a linguistic reference tool. Each definition includes

a statement of the intent of the subclass. Mdiagnottic free*:

sentence examples.' and a word_list_drawn from the present

dictionary. The subciassit are defined_to_reflect_ precisely

the grammatical propertiestested for_by:the_restrictions of

the grammar. Where necessary for clarifying the Antent of the

subclatt, three additional criteria are employed: excision,

implicit and COreference; and paraphrase. The subclasseS have

been defined so as to be consistent with a subsequent stage of

transformational analysis which is currently being

implemented. HA
_Descriptors_:__ENGISH: DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL : SYNTAX;

GRAMMATICAL_ANALYSIS1_SPECIAL LANGUAGES: :TRANSFORMATIONAL AND

GENERATIVE GRAMMAR: COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS
Identifiers: Linguistic String Parser syntactic analysis for

English scientific texts:
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A Computer-Assisted

Langview Analysis System
(,...ALAS) and Its

Applications.
.Pepinsky Herold S.

78 160.: For related
document.' see ED 090 948

EDRS- Price_Mf$0,83
HC-$1.67 Plus Postage.

Language: English
GiOgrOPOicSourCe:

U.S./Ohio

A COmputer-Assteted.
Language Analysis_System (CALAS) was

developed as_O syntedtic_and semantic analyzer of _mechine

readable text_ in EngltSh:__CALAS
includes a set of cOmputer

pncgrams.
ah_algorithm for timolementation;

and human editors

Who _assist the computer and its_programmer_in
the proteSsing

,Of ciata,_ Oats
analysis is accomplished_ in three- stages:- (1)

syntactic analysis
Of text_.

identifying each work in sequenCe

in terms of its grammatical equivalent;
(2) aggregation of the

individual words into phrases identified _in terms. of__their

grammatical equivalents and (3) aggregation of phrase. into

Clauses. with component phrases identified_in terms of the

rotes _mach_ -plays and exhibited to display a main Or

independent clause.
DistUSsion_ofthe literature _focuses on

the relative frequencies with which_the different types of

verb phrases are used, and the measure of structural or

stylistic complexity; (JEG)

Descriptors: Cage __(Grammar)/ Componential ArielysiS/

"COMOUtational
LinguitticS/ Computer Programs/ Data AnalySiS/

Date Processing/ "DiScourse. Analysis/ __Error Analysts

114InguiiO4/ Language
Patternst "Linguistic

Patterns/_ Sentence

Diagraming/ 'Sentence Structure/ Speech_Oommunie*Tion

Identifiert: 'Computer
Assisted Language Analyst* System

ED024930__AL001582
The MOltistore _System: MP-2
von Glasersfelo; Ernst: Pisani, Pier Paolo
Georgia Inst. for Research. Athens.

Nov 68 72P.
EDRS Price MF7S0.76 HC-$3;32 PLUS POSTAGE

The second_version of the__Multistore Sentence Analysis

System. implemented_on an IBM 360/65; .uses a correlattOnal

grammar to_ _parse English sentences
and displays the parsings

as hierardhidel syntactic structures comparable_ to tree

diagrams. Since Correlational syntax comprises much that iv

usually considered semantic information. the _ system

bemonstrates__ways and moans of resolving certain types of

ambiguity that are_frequent ObStaCles. tck univocal sentence

analysis. Particular emphasis is given to the "significant

address' methOd of programming which was developed_to speed up

the procedure (processing_ times,-_ at present, are 0_5 -1.5

seconds for sentences up to ig_words), By structuring_en_area

Of thecentralcore In sucn.a way-that the indiVidUal location

if bytes becomes significant; the shifting Of infOrmetiOn AS

avoided: the_use_of binary masks, further_ simplifies the many

operations -of comparison required by -the procedure. Samples of

print -out illUstrate some salient features of the system.

(Author/MK)
__Descriptors: "Computational Linguistics/ Computer Programs/

English/ Form ClasseS ALangueges)/ Kernel Sentences/

Linguistic _Patterns/ MaChine Translation/ Phrase Structure/

"Programing/ Semantics/ "Sentence Structure/ ' Structural

Analyst,/ Structural_ Grammar/ "Syntax

IdentifierS: "Correlational Grammar/ Parsing

\,\,\N LIS02664
The Resolution of Syntactic

Ambiguity in Automatic Language

rocessing _

Lois t
Information Storage and Retrieval, 277 -30e pec_72_

Thisk_paper describes how the problem of resolution _Of

sYntaCtic aMbiguitieS is approached in the parser PHRASE._

develOped,for use In experiments
automatic _indexing and

extracting:-,_ PHRASE is it mu' 1 parser for declarative

sentences. iri_which_the synta
ture is built up in

four stages. (10JreferenCeS)
Descriptors: *Computer Pros

:;ronic Data Processing

/ !Information Proceasing/
syntax_

Identifiers: "Automatic Languilk. ,ocessing
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Prediction and Substantiation A New Approach to Natural

Language Processing
120Jong; Gerald

_ Cognitive Science A MultidiSCiplinary JOUrrial_of Artificial
Intelligence. Psychology. and Language. US ISSN 0364-0213, NeW

.Haven. CT, 1979 3.251-73
Doc Type journal article
Descriptors' linguistics - linguistics. general -

linguistics. Computational - mechanolinguistics - Autorited
AnalysiS
Descriptor Codes 0302020003

7804027 7804027
The Automatic_ Transformational Analysis of English

Sentences: An Implementation _

Hobbs. Jerry R.: Grishman. Ralph__
City C011 City U New York. NY 1003i & New York U_NY 10003_
International Journal of Computer Mathematics- 1976. 5; 4,

267-285. CODEN ilcm-a
_ Gordon _ & Breach Science Publishers. 42 William IV St..
London WC2. England: or- Gordon & Breach Science Publishers,
One Park Ave.. New York NY 10016
Section Heading Codes: 5113
A system being developed for the trwlsformational analysis

of complex Eng sentences is described. The system is designed
to Serve as a 'front end" for a variety of applicatins. such
as question - answering; information retrieval. & command
systems. This two-stage system has -as its first stage the
previously developed Linguistic String Parser. UnlIke_othar
systemsthis system performs tests directly on Surface trees;
eliminating the need to perform grammatical decomposition
before completing surface analysis. Major aspects of the
target representation are outlined. Two types of operations
were added to the previously obtained Restriction Lang: an

operation for transforming trees. & one for sequencing the

transformations. Three transformations are discussed in

detail: passive right adjunct, gerundive nominal,
nominalization of Vs. Transformations remaining to be worked
out include those yielding correct analyses of adverbials &

those tracing adj functions. Modified HA
Descriptors: TRANSFORMATIONAL AND GENERATIVE GRAMMAR:

ENGLISH: SENTENCE: DEEP STRUCTURE AND SURFACE STRUCTURE:
COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS

Identifiers: automatic transformational analysis. Englith
sentences:

7811699 78-3-000679
Contextual Reference -Resolution in Natural Language

Processing _

LOCkmari; Abe David
Dissertation Abstracts International; Pt. A US ISSN

04i9-4209; Pt. 8 US ISSN 0419-4217. An Arbor. MI. 1978.

39-18636
Doc, Type: journal article
Descriptors: linguistics - linguistics. general

linguistics. computational - mechanolinguistfcs - Automated
Analysis
Descriptor Codes: 0302020003

7811872 _78-3-000569
Parsers for Indexed Grammars
Sebesta, Robert W.: Jones. Neil D. _ _

International Journal of Computer & Informatiort Sciences.

Gainesville. FL, 1978. 7:345-59
Doc Type: journal article
Descriptors: linguistics - linguistics, general

linguistics. coMputational mathematical models
Descriptor Codes: 0302020001

653165 ORDER NO AAD65-03293
A__HEURISTIC APPROACH TO NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 169

PAGES.
MANELSKI. DENIS MARTIN (PH.D. 1964 NORTHWESTERN

UNIVERSITY).
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